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NOTE: The Scheme which follows this Note has been made
under section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969 and will come into
operation on 1st November 1980. If amends the Post Office
Telecommunication Scheme 1976 (Post Office Scheme Tl/1976),
as amended by the Post Office Telecommunication Amendment
(No. 1) Scheme 1976 (Post Office Scheme T2/1976), the Post
Office Telecommunication Amendment (No. 2A) Scheme 1977
(Post Office Scheme T1A/1977), the Post Office Telecommunic-
ation Amendment (No. 3) Scheme 1978 (Post Office Scheme
Tl/1978), the Post Office Telecommunication Amendment
(No. 4) Scheme 1978 (Post Office Scheme T2/1978), the Post
Office Telecommunication Amendment (No. .5) Scheme 1979
(Post Office Scheme Tl/1979), the Post Office Telecommunic-
ation Amendment (No. 6) Scheme 1979 (Post Office Scheme
T2/1979), the Post Office Telecommunication Amendment (No.
7) Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme Tl/1980), the Post Office
Telecommunication Amendment (No. 8) Scheme 1980 (Post
Office Scheme T3/1980), the Post Office Telecommunication
Amendment (No. 9) Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme T4/1980)
and the Post Office Telecommunication Amendment (No. 10)
Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme T5/1980).

The principal changes are certain changes in the conditions
under which credit cards are issued; increases in the charges for
connection and rates of rental of telephone and telex exchange
lines and internal private circuits, for connection of items of
subsidiary apparatus provided in relation to telephone exchange
lines, speech band private circuits, telex exchange lines and
telegraph band private circuits; for the connection of equipment
and apparatus provided for use in private broadcast systems,
police telecommunication systems and fireman's call-out systems
in relation to telephone exchange lines and private circuits, for
the connection of additional equipment and apparatus provided
for connecting private attachments to Post Office installations;
for connection of certain private attachments to Post Office
installations; increases in certain single payment charges and
occasional charges for miscellaneous equipment and apparatus,
services and facilities; and for removals, alterations and sub-
stitution of equipment and apparatus, and amendments to
provide for alternative methods of- renting certain types of
equipment and to specify charges for the extension of certain
types of equipment.

(This Note is not part of the Scheme)

THE POST OFFICE TELECOMMUNICATION AMENDMENT (No. 11
SCHEME 1980

Made .. .. .. 24th October 1980
Coming into operation .. 1st November 1980

The Post Office, by virtue of the powers conferred upon it by
section 28 of the Post Office Act 1969, and of all other powers
enabling it in this behalf, hereby makes the following Scheme:

Commencement and Citation
1. This Scheme shall come into operation on 1st November
1980 and may be cited as the Post Office Telecommunication
Amendment (No. 11) Sqheme 1980.

Interpretation
2. -(1) This Scheme shall be read as one with the Post Office Tele-

communication Scheme 1976 (Post Office Scheme Tl/1976)
(hereinafter called ' the principal Scheme') as amended by
the Post Office Telecommunication Amendment (No. 1)
Scheme 1976 (Post Office Scheme T2/1976), the Post Office
Telecommunication Amendment (No. 2A) Scheme 1977
(Post Office Scheme Tl A/1977), the Post Office Telecom-
munication Amendment (No. 3) Scheme 1978 (Post Office
Scheme Tl/1978), the Post Office Telecommunication
Amendment (No. 4) Scheme 1978 (Post Office Scheme
T2/1978), the Post Office Telecommunication Amendment
(No. 5) Scheme 1979 (Post Office Scheme Tl/1979), the Post
Office Telecommunication Amendment (No. 6) Scheme 1979
(Post Office Scheme T2/1979), the Post Office Telecom-
munication Amendment (No. 7) Scheme 1980 (Post Office
Scheme Tl/1980), the Post Office Telecommunication
Amendment (No. 8) Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme
T3/1980), the Post Office Telecommunication Amendment
(No. 9) Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme T4/1980) and the
Post Office Telecommunication Amendment (No. 10)
Scheme 1980 (Post Office Scheme T5/1980).
(2) The Intrepretation Act 1978 applies for the interpre-
tation of this Scheme as it applies for the interpretation of an
Act of Parliament.

Credit card calls
For paragraph 58 of the principal Scheme there shall be sub-
stituted the following paragraph: '
" Credit card calls
58.-(l) The Post-Office may, on the application of a subscriber

for whom telephone services is provided by means of an
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installation, as telecommunication service ancillary thereto,
provide credit card service in relation to telephone calls and
related services and facilities and for that purpose issue to
the subscriber a credit card in respect of a specified in-
stallation, to be held by the holder of the credit card.

(2) The subscriber shall, when applying for credit card
service, specify in writing the name of the holder who shall
be, in a case where the subscriber is a body corporate or
unincorporate a person nominated by or on behalf of that
body, or in any other case either the subscriber or a person
nominated by him.

(3) The subscriber shall pay rental for credit card service at
the rate specified in item 9 of Schedule 18 in respect of each
separate credit card issued to him.

(4) The subscriber shall not permit any person other than the
holder of the credit card to be in possession of the card and
neither the subscriber nor the holder of the card shall disclose
the number of the credit card to any person other than a
telephone exchange operator (or other person to whom
disclosure is authorised by the Post Office) to whom a request
to establish a credit card call is being made.

(5) The subscriber shall notifiy the Post Office immediately
on becoming aware that a credit card has been lost or stolen
or that a credit card number has been irregularly disclosed.

(6) The Post Office may, on becoming aware (in consequence
of a notification by the subscriber or otherwise) that any of
the events referred to in sub-paragraph (5) has occurred, after
giving notice of its intention to the subscriber, summarily
cease to provide credit card service in respect of which the
relevant credit card had been issued and, in addition, if it
considers that the subscriber has failed to perform or observe
any obligation imposed on him by sub-paragraph (4), sum-
marily cease to provide credit card service in respect of which
any other credit card had been issued to the subscriber.

(7) If telephone service by means of an installation ceases to
be provided, any credit card service which is ancillary to that
service shall also cease to be provided.

(8) The provisions about termination of credit card service
specified in sub-paragraph (6) and (7) shall be in addition to
the provisions of this Scheme relating to the termination of
telecommunication service by the Post Office or the sub-
scriber which apply to credit card service.

(9) A credit card shall cease to be valid immediately if the
credit card is lost or stolen or the credit card number is
irregularly disclosed but otherwise it shall cease to be valid
after 31st December of the year for which it was issued or on
such earlier day on which credit card service or telephone
service by means of the installation in respect of which the
credit card was issued is terminated.

(10) In a case where a credit card has ceased to be valid or
will cease to be valid on 31st December, without credit card
service or telephone service by means of the installation in
respect of which the credit card was issued having been
terminated, the Post Office may, unless the subscriber has
requested it not to do so, issue to the subscriber a fresh credit
card for a further period for the purpose of providing him
with credit card service in accordance with his original
application.

(11) The subscriber or the holder of the credit card nominated
by him shall not make or attempt to make a credit card call
by quoting the number of a credit card after it has ceased to
be valid. The subscriber shall take all practicable steps to
ensure that the holder complies with this condition and to
recover from him the credit card promptly after it ceases to
be valid.

(12) The subscriber shall destroy a credit card when it ceases
to be valid, unless he is unable to do so by reason of the card
having been lost or stolen.

(13) Calls may be made as credit card calls as follows:
(a) from any telephone on the Post Office system;
(b) from any teleOhone in a ship or aircraft registered

in any part of the United Kingdom or the Isle of
Man, or from a station for wireless telegraphy on

board a ship or aircraft licensed or required to be
licensed in that behalf under the provisions of
section 1 of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949, if
the call is transmitted by wireless telegraphy over
the first part of its course to a station for wireless
telegraphy established on land within the United
Kingdom or the Isle of Man;

(c) from any other telephone;

provided, in cases (b) and (c), that appropriate arrangements
have been made by the Post Office permitting credit card
calls of the description concerned to be made under the
authority of credit card numbers allocated by the Post Office.

(14) If a person requests the telephone exchange operator
(or other person to whom disclosure of the credit card
number for the purpose of obtaining a credit card call is
authorised by the Post Office) to establish a call which
involves the use of the Post Office telephone system as acredit
card call and quotes a credit card number allocated by the
Post Office the operator (or other person aforesaid) may
comply with that request, in which case the charges in respect
of the call and for any services or facilities in relation to the
call will be payable on demand, in accordance with the pro-
visions of sub-paragraph (15) and (16) and subject to the
exceptions referred to in the proyisio to sub-paragraph (15),
by the person on whose application credit card service was
originally provided (referred to in the following provisions
of this paragraph as " the original subscriber "), even if when
the call was made credit card service in respect of which the
relevant credit card had been issued had previously been
terminated or was terminated after the call had been made
(in either case with or without telephone service to which
credit card service was ancillary having also been terminated).
In a case where either of the exceptions referred to in the
proviso to sub-paragraph (15) applies, the charges which the
original subscriber would have been otherwise liable to pay
shall be payable on demand by the person who made the call.

(15) The charges in respect of a credit card call which are
payable in accordance with sub-paragraph (14) shall be:
(a) where the call is made from a telephone in the United

Kingdom, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands, or a
ship or aircraft to another telephone so situated or to a
telephone in the Republic of Ireland, such charges in
respect of the call as would have been payable if the
call had been made otherwise than as a credit card call
and, in addition, the service charge for the credit card
call specified in item 4 of Part 1 of Schedule 27;

(b) where the call is made otherwise than as in (a), such
call charge and such service charge as the Post Office
may fix;

Provided that the following exceptions shall apply to calls
made as in (a) or (b):
(i) in a case where notification has been received by the

Post Office from the original subscriber in accordance
with sub-paragraph (4) that a credit card has been lost
or stolen or that a credit card number has been irregu-
larly disclosed and, thereafter, a credit card call is made
without the knowledge or consent of the original
subscriber or the holder of the credit card, no charge for
the call shall be payable by the original subscriber if the
Post Office is satisfied that all reasonable precautions
were taken to safeguard the credit card from being lost
or stolen and the credit card number from being
disclosed;

(ii) in a case where a credit card has ceased to be valid and
the original subscriber (not being the holder) is able to
satisfy the Post Office that he informed the holder of the
credit card that the credit card had ceased to be valid
and that the holder was no longer authorised to make
credit card calls by quoting its number and, after being
so informed, the holder, nevertheless, did make such a
call, no charge for the call shall be payable by the
original subscriber.

(16) The charges payable in accordance with sub-paragraphs
(14) and (15) shall be payable by the original subscriber or
the person who made the call (as the case may be) in a case
where the call is irregularly obtained by quoting the number
of a credit card which has ceased to be valid as well as in a
case where the call is obtained by quoting the number of a
valid credit card.
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(17) Where there is an arrangement between the Post Office
and an Authority providing telephone service under licence
from the Post Office or an Authority providing telephone
service anywhere outside the United Kingdom or the Isle of
Man whereby the holders of credit, cards issued .by that
Authority to its subscribers may make calls from telephones
on the Post Office system on terms that the call charges will
be paid by those subscribers the following provision shall
apply:

A person who satisfies the Post Office that he is the holder of
a current credit card issued by such Authority, and that the

telephone to which he wishes to make a call is one to which
he may make credit card calls under the arrangement, may
make the call as a credit card call from any telephone on the
Post Office system and in that case no call charge, service
charge or other charge shall be payable under this Scheme by
the caller or by the person who is the subscriber in respect of
the telephone from which the call is made.

(18) This paragraph shall apply to services and facilities
related to telephone calls and to the charges in respect of
such services and facilities, as it applies to credit card calls
and to the charges in respect thereof.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for telephone exchange lines
4. For Schedule 1 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18,20 and 21

SCHEDULE 1

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR TELEPHONE EXCHANGE LINES
(exclusive of value added tax)

PART 1
Rates of rental

(The rates of rental specified in this part of the Schedule are quarterly rates)

NOTE: The rates of rental include the provision of a standard telephone instrument but no reduction is made if the exchange
line terminates otherwise than on a telephone, except that in the case of an exclusive business line terminating on a private branch
exchange which is not provided or maintained by the Post Office, the lower rate specified in item l(a) below applies:

1. Telephone exchange line served by the appropriate telephone exchange:
(a) Exclusive line

(6) Shared line
plus (where appropriate)

if the exchange line is connected directly to an automanual switchboard
in the appropriate telephone exchange ..

2. Telephone exchange line served by a telephone exchange other than
the appropriate telephone exchange

plus
if the telephone exchange by which the telephone exchange line is served

and the appropriate telephone exchange are in different telephone groups
(see paragraph 45)

3. Telephone exchange line following alternative route to a telephone
exchange at the subscriber's request

plus
where new duct route is required in the local network:

per 0.2 kilometres or part thereof
where new pole route is required in the local network:

per 0.2 kilometres or part thereof
where new cable is required in the local network:

per 0.2 kilometres or part thereof

Business line
£

16.75
. 16.25

(see Note above)
£

15.75

Rate of rental
Line other than a

business line
£

12.00

£
11.00

£8.50 in addition to the appropriate rate under (a) or (6)
above

The rate of rental which would be applicable under item
1 if the exchange line were served by the appropriate
telephone exchange and, in addition, the rate of rental
which would be applicable under item 2 of Part 2 of
Schedule 5 if the portion of the exchange line between that
exchange and the telephone exchange by which the
exchange line is served were an external telephone
exchange line extension.

30.00 30.00

The appropriate rate of rental specified in item 1 or 2 and,
in addition, whichever of the following rates is or are
applicable.

40.00

8.75

5.75

40.00

8.75

5.75

PART 2
Maximum connection charges

1. Telephone exchange line (except where the cost of work needed to
provide service is estimated to exceed an amount calculated on the
basis of 100 manhours at the rates used by the Post Office for account-
ing putposes)

Maximum connection charge
Line other than a

Business line Business line
£ £

75.00 65.00.'
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Rates.of rental and maximum connection charges for inland speech band private circuits

5. For Part 3 of Schedule 3 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:

"PART 3
Rates of rental and maximum commection charges for internal private circuits
(The rates of rental specified in this part of the Schedule are quarterly rates)

1. Two telephones with connecting pair of wires .. .. •_..'.

2. Circuit wiring (2 wire) only between and including terminal blocks
(if provided)

3. Circuit wiring (4 wire) only between and including terminal blocks
(if provided)

4. Circuit terminated on a switchboard at one end and a telephone or
another switchboard at the other (see Note)

5. Internal private circuit and internal circuits terminated on private
circuit switchboards

6. Internal telephone systems:
(a) ITS 1 (now obsolescent):

System with capacity for up to 5 telephones or less

System with capacity for more than 5 telephones but not more
than 10 telephones

Rate of
rental

£
5.00

- 1.00
u

2.00

3.00

Maximum
connection charge

£
24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
an internal extension specified in items 1 and 2 of Part 1
and item 1 of Part 2 of Schedule 5.

An amount calculated at
the rate of £3.75 for each
telephone provided.

An amount calculated at
the rate of £4.00 for each
telephone provided.

System with capacity for more than 10 telephones but not more
than IS telephones

System with capacity for more than IS telephones but not more
than 20 telephones

(b) ITS 2:
System with capacity for up to 6 telephones or less

System with capacity for more than 6 telephones but not more
than 11 telephones

System with capacity for more than 11 telephones but not more
than 16 telephones

(c) Extension bell
(d) External multiple cabling (charged additionally):

(i) cabling installed above ground without provision of new
poles per 10 metres or part

(ii) Cabling installed in underground duct provided by subscriber
per 10 metres or part

NOTE : Switchboard includes a key and lamp unit and any form of switch.".

An amount calculated at
the rate of £4.25 for each
telephone provided.

An amount calculated at
the rate of £4.50 for each
telephone provided.

An amount calculated at
the rate of £4.40 for each
telephone provided.

An amount calculated at
the rate of £S.Sp for each
telephone provided.

An amount calculated at
the rate of £6.75 for each
telephone provided.

0.60

1.50

1.10

24.00 for each telephone.

24.00 for each telephone.

No further connection of
these items will be made.

No further connection of
these items will be made.

32.00 for each telephone.

32.00 for each telephone.

32.00 for each telephone.

12.00

Nil

Nil
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for items of equipment and apparatus provided in relation to telephone exchange
lines and speech band private circuits.

6. For Schedule 5 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
'' Paragraphs 18,20 and 21

SCHEDULE 5

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR ITEMS OF
EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS PROVIDED IN RELATION TO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE LINES

AND SPEECH BAND PRIVATE CIRCUITS
(exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

PART 1
Item in relation to telephone exchange lines and speech band private circuits

Rates of
rental

£
Equipment and apparatus connecting points which are regarded by
the Post Office as being situated in a single set of premises:

Plan 1, 1A:
(a) provided as an extension to a telephone exchange line which

is a business line .. .. .. .. .. 3.00
(6) provided as an extension to a telephone exchange line other

than a business line .. .. .. .. .. 2.25
(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus connected

to a private circuit .. .. .. .. .. 3.00
Plan IB, 1C:

(a) provided as an extension to a telephone exchange line which
is a business line .. .. .. .. ..

(6) provided as an extension to a telephone exchange line other I
than a business line .. .. .. .. .. 2.25 }•

(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus connected I
to a private circuit .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 J

Plan 2
two main telephones .. .. .. .. .. 1.60
each associated extension .. .. .. .. 3.00

Plan 2A:
three main telephones
each additional main telephone
each additional extension telephone

Plan3

Plan 4
Other than for use in connection with a Compact Telephone
(bell unit, plug and 2 sockets):
(a) provided as an extension to a telephone line which is a

business line
(6) provided as an extension to a telephone exchange line

other than a business line
(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus connected

to a private circuit
Each additional socket:

(a) provided on an extension to a telephone exchange line which
is a business line

(b) provided on an extension to a telephone exchange line other
than a business line ..

(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus connected
to a private circuit

Each plug-in telephone not included in the charges for the tele-
phone exchange line or private circuit in association with which
the Plan 4 is provided or any other plan connected to such
exchange line or private circuit:
(a) provided for association with a telephone exchange line

which is a business line
(b) provided for association with a telephone exchange line

other than a business line
(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus for associ-

ation with a private circuit
For use in connection with a Compact Telephone (plug and two
integral bell sockets):
(a) provided as an extension to a telephone exchange line which

is a business line

7.00
3.50
3.50

5.00

1.80

1.50

1.80

0.45

0.35

0.45

2.60

2.15

2.60

1.80

Maximum
connection charge

£

24.00

24.00

24.00

No further connection of these
items will be made.

24.00
24.00

45.00
24.00
24.00

No further connection of this
item will be made.

24.00

24,00

24.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

Nil

Nil

Nil

24.00
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SCHEDULE 5 (contd.)

. PART 1 (contd.)

(b) provided as an extension to a telephone exchange line other
than a business line .. .. .. ..

(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus connected
to a private circuit

Each additional socket with integral bell for use in connection
with a Compact Telephone:
(a) provided on an extension to a telephone exchange line which

is a business line .. .. .. .. .
(b) provided on an extension to a telephone exchange line other

than a business line .. .. .. ..
(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus for use with

Compact Telephone connected to a private circuit
Each plug-in Compact Telephone not provided in connection

with the telephone exchange line or private circuit in relation
to which the Plan 4 is provided, or any other Plan connected
to such exchange line or private circuit:

. (a) provided for association with a telephone exchange line which
is a business line .. . . . . . .

(b) provided for association with a telephone exchange line other
than a business line ..

(c) provided as additional equipment or apparatus provided for
association with a private circuit

PlanSorSA .. .. ..
Plan 7 or 7 A
PlanS „ ...
PlanSA ..
Planll
Planl2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
Planl2A ..
Planl05orl05A
Planl07orl07A
Plan 108 or 108A

Plug-in telephone for use with an internal telephone exchange line
extension terminated on a socket:

(a) provided for association with a telephone exchange line
which is a business line

(b) provided for association with a telephone exchange line
other than a.business line .. .... .'.

Plug-in telephone provided as additional equipment or apparatus
for association with an external private circuit terminated
on a socket

Rate of
rental

£

1.50

1.80

0.70

0.65

0.70

3,00

2,55

3.00

13.00
9.00
4.00
6.00
5.50
4.50
4.50

13.00
9.00
6.00

2.60

2.15

2.60

Maximum
connection charge

£

24.00

24.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

Nil

Nil

Nil

No further connection of these
'items will be made.

24.00
45.00
24.00
45.00

Nil

Nil

Nil
Any charge shown hi item .1 for a plug-in telephone.relates to a standard.telephone,and the appropriate additional charge will

be payable for a non-standard telephone.

2. .Equipment and apparatus .connecting points which ..are not regarded
by the Post Office as being situated in a single set of premises: :

Plan7or7A
Planl07orl07A .. .. ..
Plan 105 or 105A
(a) 2 external telephone exchange line extensions or 2 external

private circuits
(b) 1 internal telephone exchange line extension and 1 external

telephone exchange line extension or 1 internal private
circuit and 1 external private circuit .. .. ..

7.00
7.00

9.00

11.00

Nil
Nil

Nil

24.00
The above charges are in addition to the rates of rental and connection charges which are payable under Part 2 of this Schedule

for each external telephone exchange line extension to which'the plan equipment or apparatus is connected or the appropriate rate of
rental and connection charge, for each external speech band private circuit specified in Schedule 3.

3. Components forming part of a house exchange system (HES):
(a) For each telephone with full intercommunication:

HES1 :•
HES2
Keymaster 1+5 (HES 3)
Keymaster 2+10 (HES 4)

(b) For each telephone with limited intercommunication: •
(i) which is regarded by the Post Office as being situated in the same

set of premises as the main telephone on the HES .. • ...

10.00 \ No further connection of these
13.00 J items will be made.
10.00 56.00
13.00 56.00

The rate applicable under
item 3.

24.00
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SCHEDULE 5 (contd)

PART. 1 (contd).

(ii) which is not regarded by the Post Office as being situated in the
same set of premises as the main telephone on the HES ..

(c) Additional apparatus for second main telephone (HES 1 and
2 only) .,

(d) Equipment and apparatus for connecting HES and PBX:
(i) where HES and PBX are regarded by the Post Office as

being situated in the same set of premises

(ii) where HES and PBX are not regarded by the Post Office as
being situated in the same set of premises

(e) Multiple cabling between telephones with full intercommunication
which are not regarded by the Post Office as being situated in the
same set of premises:
(i) cable installed above ground without provision of new

poles: per 10 metres or part of 10 metres

(ii) cabling installed in underground duct provided by sub-
scriber : per 10 metres or part of 10 metres

(/) Interconnecting circuits:
(i) where the circuit connects one HES with another HES

both of which are regarded by the Post Office as being
situated in the same set of premises

(ii) where the circuit connects one HES with another HES
which is not regarded by the Post Office as being situated
in the same set of premises as the first HES

(g) Standby power equipment for HES 3 and 4 ..

4. Autodial No. 1 (25 line size)

5. Breastplate transmitter:
In addition to or instead of standard transmitter

6. Headgear receiver:
In addition to or instead of standard receiver:

Single
Double

7. Breastplate transmitter and single headgear receiver combined:
In addition to or instead of standard instrument

8. Breastplate transmitter and double headgear receiver combined:
In addition to or instead of standard instrument

Rate of
rental

£

The rate applicable under
item 3 plus the applicable
rate for an external
extension specified in
Part 2 of this Schedule.

6.00

3.50

3.50
plus the applicable rate
for an external extension
specified in Part 2 of this
Schedule.

1.50

1.10

9.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

The applicable charge for
an external extension
specified in Part 2 of this
Schedule.

Nil

24.00

The applicable charge for
an external extension
specified in Part 2 of this
Schedule.

Nil

Nil

24.00

9.00 The applicable charge for an
plus the applicable rate external extension specified
for an external extension in Part 2 of this Schedule,
specified in Part 2 of this
Schedule.

30.00

1.70

1.80

1.00
1.50

2.00

2.50

40.00

No further connection of these
items will be made.

9. Extension bells and buzzers:
Trembler 2£ inch (Battery operated)
Trembler 4 inch (Battery operated)
Trembler 6 inch (Battery operated)
Trembler 12 inch (Battery operated)
Trembler 6 inch (Mains operated)
Trembler .10 inch (Mains operated)
Magneto 1\ inch
Magneto Cow gong
Magneto 6 inch
Magneto 4 inch
Underdome Bell
Switchboard buzzer
where provided externally

0.60
1.95
1.95
2.70
1.95
2.00
0.60
0.60
0.80
0.60
0.80
0.75

The applicable rate for an
internal bell or buzzer.

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

The applicable charge for
an external extension
specified in Part 2 of this
Schedule.
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SCHEDULE 5 (conid)

PART. 1.. (court/.)

10. Hooter (Mains operated):
Where the subscriber provides the power:

provided internally
.provided externally .. . . .

11.

12.

Apparatus used in connection with the provision of telephone service
to ships in dock: . •

10 metres of cable or part thereof •.. .. "..
Each additional 10 metres or part .thereof
Weatherproof plug and socket

Special protective apparatus: . . . .
.Explosive atmosphere wall telephone No. 149
Explosive atmosphere table telephone No. 266
Explosive atmosphere telephone with reference number in the

TOOseries .. .. ..
Explosive atmosphere relay
Explosive atmosphere plugs and sockets (2 of each)
Explosive atmosphere magneto bell . . .. ,,. ..

. Explosive atmosphere mains bell
Cable Pyrotenax 25 metres in length (or less)
Cable Polythene 25 metres in length (or less)
Conduit 25 metres in length (or less)
Line Isolation Units 1A on exchange lines:
• " • • per unit •-..•• .. . . .. . . . .

power supplied by Post Office:
Main power unit:
1 to 5 Isolating Units
6 to 8 Isolating Units ..
9 to 20 Isolating Units .'.-

Standby power unit:
1 to 5 Isolating Units
6 to 8 Isolating Units ..
9 to 20 Isolating Units ..

13. Drop indicator on continuous ringing bell circuit..

14. Eyeball or drop indicator

15. Apparatus (other than lamp circuit) to provide mains voltage lamp
signal on exchange line or extension:

Discontinuous signal .. .. '
Continuous signal (press button control).
Optional switchhook control

Plus, if provided by the Post Office:
in respect of the lamp circuit :
provided internally
provided externally

16. Priority signalling facilities on Fire Service extensions:
on an extension between switchboards

17. Handset with lamp signal (Handset No. 7)

18. Self-contained Press-button Telephone

19. Trimphone (with dial)

20. Self-contained Press-button Trimphone

21. Compact Telephone ..

22. Pendant telephone (including separate dialling unit where necessary)

23. Plug and socket in lieu of normal telephone termination strip
(includes bell set)

Rate of Maximum
rental connection charge

£ £

2.00 12.00
2.00 The applicable charge for

an external extension
specified in Part 2 of this
Schedule.

0.60 • • •• Nil
0.60 Nil
1.25 . Nil

10.00 ri NO further connection of these
10.00 / items will be made.

15.00 . Nil,
3.00 • Nil
6.75 .. . 24.00 .
4.00 , 12.00 .
4,00 12.00
2.25 . Nil
2.25 ' Nil
3.00 Nil

10.00 15.00

1.80 14.00
2.25 14.00
3,45 • - 14.00

15.00 14.00
25.00 14.00
30.00 1.4.00

0.35 6.00

0.35 6.00

2.25 ' 10.00
2.25 10.00
1.50 Nil

0.60 10.00
0.60 • the applicable charge for

an external extension
specified in Part 2 of this

. Schedule.

6.00 Nil

0.70 • • Nil"

4.00 Nil

1.00 Nil

4.70 Nil

1.00 : Nil

1.80 .Nil

0.70 Nil ".:,
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SCHEDULE 5 (contd.)

PART 1. (contd.)

24. Watch receiver

25. Amplifying telephone handset

26. Speakerset No. 1
Speakerset No. 1 Loudspeaker 3 A
Speakerset No. 2 ..

27. Amplifier and Loudspeaker:
No. 1 ..
No. 2 ..

28. Faint speech amplifier

29. Loudspeaking telephone
No. 1 ..
No. 2 ..

No. 3
No. 4 ..

Loudspeaker Unit
Microphone Unit

No. 4E ..
No. 4 (Conference variant)

No. 4 (SA 4255) DC' C ' Code
No. 4(SA4265)MF
No. 5 ..

Servophone .. ..

30. Doric Loudspeaking Unit

31. Harmony Loudspeaking Unit

32. Lockable telephone

33. Weatherproof telephone :Tp 745

34. Card Callmaker

35. Tape Callmaker

36. Key Callmaker

37. XLCallmaker

38. TD Callmaker

39. X-press Callmaker

40. Mono Callmaker

41. Footswitch to provide transmitter cut-out in association
breastplate or fixed transmitter and headgear receiver or
lightweight headset.

42. Answering Machine No. 1

43. Answering Machine No. 2 ..

44. Answering Machine No. 3A ..

45. Answering-Recording Machine No. 1A

46. HeadsetNo. 1

47. Headset No. 2

48. Headset No. 3 (Auralite)

49. Headset No. 3 A (Auralite Executive)

50. Confraphone:
(a) System comprising:

1 Control Unit
1 Microphone
1 Loudspeaker
1 Interception jack
1 Power unit

Rate of
rental

£
0.30

0.40

10.00
3.50
4.00

6.00
6.00

1.25

10.00
23.00

15.00
18.00
1.50
1.50

21.00
30.00

19.00
19.00

4.00

4.00

10.00

10.00

1.25

3.00

9.00

15.00

45.00

30.00

20.00

7.00

7.00

with a
with a

0.50

15.00

30.00

23.00

45.00

2.00

2.50

8.00

9.00

Maximum
connection charge

£
6.00

Nil

16.00
16.00
10.00

\ No further connection of these
j items will be made.

6.00

16.00
No. further connection of
this item will be made.

16.00
16.00
10.00
10.00
16.00

No further connection of
this item will be made.

16.00
16.00

No further connection of
this item will be made.

8.00

25.00

25.00

Nil

Nil

16.00

16.00

No further connection of
this item will be made.

40.00

40.00

Nil

10.00

Nil

16.00

16.00

20.00

40.00

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

30.00 30.00
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SCHEDULE 5 (contd.)

PART.I (contd.)

(jb) additional apparatus:
loudspeaker
jack and power unit
jack

51. Inductive coupler ..

52. One-ring telephone

53. Conference Combining Unit
System comprising:

Key and Lamp Unit 2A
Control telephone
Conference bridge

54. Orator Conference Equipment:
Control Unit 48A
Acoustic Unit 1A

Rate of
rental

£

6.50
2.25
0.35

0.80

5.00

60.00

90.00
35.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

10.00
10.00
10.00

5.00

Nil

200.00

240.00
62.00

PART 2
Items in relation to telephone exchange lines only

1. Internal telephone exchange line extensions:
Plan9
Plan 10 including apparatus for interception of one exchange line

Apparatus associated with Plan 10 extension for interception of
additional exchange lines:

per line .. .. .. .. ..
Internal telephone exchange line extension terminated on a socket • ..
Any internal telephone exchange line extension other.than an ex-

tension for which some other rate of rental is specified in item 1 of
Part 1 of this Schedule or in item 1 of Part 2 of this Schedule

2. External telephone exchange line extensions:
Chargeable length of circuit:

Kilometres
Over
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4
2.8
3.2
4.0
4.8
6.4
8.0
9.6
12.8
16
32
48
64
80
96
112
128
144
160
240
320
400
480

Up to
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4
2.8
3.2
4.0
4.8
6.4
8.0
9.6
12.8
16
32
48
64
80
96
112
128
144
160
240
320
400
480

—

Rate of
rental

£•

4.50
5.00

1.00
1.60

3.50

8.50
17.00
22.00
26.00
30.00
33.00
35.00
36.00
38.00
39.00
45.00
53.00
72.00
95.00

117.00
132.00
137.00
186.00
250.00
285.00
331.00
355.00
395.00
430.00
475.00
510.00
628.00
736.00
812.00
905.00

1,020.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

No further connection of
these items will be made.

24.00

24.00

46.00
46.00
46.00
46.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
140.00
140.00
140.00
140.00
160.00

. .160.00
160.00
160.00
160.00
180.00
180,00 :

..; 18p:06. - •
.180.00 -'
180.00"
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SCHEDULE 5 (contd.)

PART 2 (contd.)

3. External plan telephone exchange line extensions:
Plan9 ..

4. Where the Post Office provides an external extension using cable
between premises, the whole of which is provided and maintained
by the subscriber:

For each single extension
For each plan extension

5. Where the Post Office provides an external extension using cable
between premises, part of which is provided and maintained by
the subscriber

6. Coinbox apparatus:
coinbox
strengthened coinbox
additional socket for portable coinbox
telephone cabinet
emergency pressbutton on coinbox
coinbox 725 (portable or wall mounted)
trolley for coinbox 725 (portable)

7. Meters at subscriber's premises for measuring call units:
(a) Clock type meter
(b) Cyclometer type meter:

(i) Reset type (showing call units for individual call) ..

(ii) Non-reset type (showing cumulative total of call units)

(c) Switch to enable a clock type or cyclometer type of meter to be
connected to any number of selected exchange lines:

in respect of each exchange line (other than the first) to which
the meter can be connected by means of the switch

8. Trunk barring equipment:
In respect of each exchange line with which the equipment is

associated

9. Special equipment to enable subscriber to divert calls:
single-use type
group-use type

10. Answering bureau facilities:
special line terminating units UAA SA7527:

per 5 units .. ..

11. Apparatus in vans:
each main telephone permanently retained in a van

12. Telespot (Phone-in equipment for the broadcasting of live telephone
calls):
(a) central equipment:

1-9 operating positions
1-18 operating positions
1-27 operating positions
1-36 operating positions

(b) operating positions:
each key and lamp unit 2A ..
each key and lamp unit 10A ..

(c) line card :
each line card

Rate of
rental

£

3.00

5.50
The appropriate rate of
rental specified in Part 1
or Part 2 of this Schedule
plus £2.00.

The appropriate rate of
rental specified in item 2
assessed in relation to the
chargeable length of the
part or parts of the circuit
provided by the Post
Office, plus £2.00 and
(where applicable) the rate
specified in Part 1 or Part 2
of this Schedule in respect
of a plan extension (if
provided).

11.25
16.80
0.45
6.75
0.67

15.75
4.50

2.25

3.50
(Note)

3.50
(Note)

1.25

7.50

10.00
10.00

22.00

3.00

100.00
110.00
125.00
140.00

30.00
40.00

7.50

Maximum
connection charge

£

The applicable charge for
2 external telephone
exchange line extensions
specified in item 2.

24.00
The appropriate charge
specified in Part 1 or Part 2
of this Schedule.

The appropriate charge
specified in item 2 in relation
to the chargeable length of
the part or parts of the
circuit provided by the
Post Office.

32.00
70.00
20.00
Nil
Nil
40.00
Nil

10.00

10.00

10.00

Nil

Nil

4.00
10.00

24.00

Nil

190.00
200.00
220.00
250.00

115.00
155.00

60.00
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PART 2 (contd.)
. Rate of Maximum

rental connection charge
£ £

Note: Where a pair of meters comprising a reset type meter and a non-reset type meter is provided there will be a combined rental
of £3.50 per quarter.
13. Special Range Telephones:

Astrofon .. .. .. . .. . 2.00 Nil
Candlestick .. .. .. . . . . 2.00 - Nil
Classic.. .. .. ... . . . 4.00 Nil
Contempra .. .. .. . . "2.00 . Nil
Deltaphone .. .. .. . . 2.00 Nil
Deltaphone de Luxe .. .. . . . . . 2.00 Nil
Ericofon 600 .. . . . . .. . 2.00 Nil
Ericofon700 .. .. .. .. .. 2.00 Nil
Mickey Mouse .. .. .. .. .. 2.00 Nil

Note: The rental for Special Range Telephones ceases to be payable after the telephone has been rented for a period or periods
totalling five years either by the subscriber on whose application it was originally provided, or by that subscriber and successive sub-
scribers who take over the telephone in premises where it is already installed.

PART 3
Items.in.relation.to. speech band private circuits only

Rate of
rental

£
1. Amplifier 32:

Oneway .. .. .. .. .. .. 9-25\
Two way .. .. .. .. .. .. 15.75 j

2. Amplifiers, transistorised .. .. .. - , . .. 8.00
3. Bell set 40B (Church gong) .. .. .. .. .. 1.95
4. Boxes FA No. 7 and No. 9 .. .. . . . . .. 0.84
5. Cases, switch:

Case switch Fire Telephone FA 176, 5/10 or 20/30, per circuit:
connected where the termination charge is not included in
the line rental .. .. .. .. .. 1.25

6. Cells:
DryR40 .. .. .. .. 0.20
LeclancheNo.2 .. .. .. , f . -.. 0.30

7. Generators: ' . . .
Small (8 AN or 26 AN) 0.70
Medium(13-FN) .. .. .. .. .. . 0.75
Large(10G,llG,28HNor28) .. 1.50

8. Indicator 401DN .. .. .. .. ':. '.. ' 0.35
9. Keys (Fire alarm apparatus) including mounting where necessary:

No. 68,72 (6 spring), 174,212 (12 spring) .. ... ... 0.28
10. Keys (General use) .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.40
11. Press Buttons:

Ordinary pattern .. .. .. .. .. 0.35
Locking FA

No. 1 outdoor .. .. ... .. .. 1.09
No. 2outdoor . . . . . . .. ,. .. . • 1.50

12. Relays3000type^-generalpurpose ... .. .'. '.. 0.50
13. Relay switch 3000 type .. .. .. .. .. 1.15
14. Switch combination (bell indicator 3 way switch) .. .. .. 1.00
15. Switches:

2-way ... .. . . . . .. .. . 0.30
Time mechanical:

No.lor2 1.93
No.7a .. .. ,. .. ,. .... . 7.50

16. Test jack 15A .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.35
17. Transformers:

No. 48 .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.35
No. 50 .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.50
No.69c .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.30
No. 98a .. .. .. ' .. .. .. 3.30

18. Unit signalling:
No. 3 30.00
No. 7 ,. 6.75

19. Unit terminating No. 6B:
Single .. 3.35
Whole .. .. . . . .. .. .. 6.75

Maximum
connection charge

£

No further connection of
these items will be made.

12.00
12.00
Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil

No further connection of
these items will be made.

Nil
Nil

t No further connection of
[these items will be made.

Nil
Nil

, No further connection of
these items will be made.

Nil
Nil
Nil

12.00
6-00

\ No further connection of
/ these items will be made.
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for private branch exchanges and associated equipment and components of call
connect systems.
7. For Schedule 6 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:

" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 21

SCHEDULE 6
RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR PRIVATE

BRANCH EXCHANGES AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS OF CALL CONNECT SYSTEMS
(exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

Rate of
1. PBX: rental

(a) PMBXswitchboard: £
(1) Other than a multiple type:

Size:
1 + 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.00
2+4 .. .. .. .. .. .. 14.00
2+6 .. .. .. .. .. .. 23.00
3+7 or 3+9 .. .. .. .. .. 21.00

3 + 12 .. .. .. .. .. .. 38.00
3+12 (panel type) .. .. .. .. 45.00

3 +10 or 5+20 .. .. .. .. .. 39.00
4+18 .. .. .. .. .. .. 56.00
5+25 (panel type) .. .. .. .. 90.00
10+30.. .. .. .. .. .. 102.00
10+50.. .. .. .. .. .. 123.00
10+60.. .. .. .. .. .. 142.50

PMBX 4
(i) where application for such equipment was made before

1st November 1980: .. .. .. .. 225.00
(ii) where application for such equipment was made after

31st October 1980: .. .. .. .. 90,00
(2) Multiple type:

PMBX 11—each section .. .. .. .. 257.50
Any other multiple type—each section .. .. 250.00

(3) Stand-by power supply equipment:
For use with PMBX switchboard:

Size:
2+6 .. .. 33.00
3+12 .. .. 45.00
3+12 (panel type) 45.00
4+18 .. .. 64.00
5 + 25 (panel type) 64.00
PMBX 4 .. 86.00
10+30^)
10+50 ^Single position .. .. .. .. 32.00
10+60J
10+30\
10+50 ?2 positions .. .. .. .. 42.00
10+60J

(b) PABXTypel:
(i) where application for the relevant size of the equipment was

made before 1st November 1980:
Size:

4+15 .. .. .. .. .. .. 295.00
5+24 .. .. .. .. .. .. 325.00
7+35 .. .. .. .. .. .. 390.00
10+49.. .. .. .. .. .. 425.00

(ii) where application for the relevant size of the equipment was
made after 31st October 1980:
Size:

4+15 .. .. .. .. .. .. 75.00
5+24 75.00
7+35 .. .. .. .. .. .. 100.00
10+49.. .. .. .. .. .. 100.00

(c) PABXType2:
Size:

4+15 .. .. .. .. .. .. 325.00
5+24 .. .. .. .. .. .. 362.50
7+35 425.00
10+49.. .. .. .. .. .. 462.50

(d) PABXTypes5or6
(i) where application for such equipment was made before 1st

November 1980:
Size:

3 + 10 .. .. .. .. .. .. 262.50
5+20 .. .. .. .. .. .. 295.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

"I No further connection of
/ these items will be made.

100.00
No further connection of
this item will be made.

150.00
No further connection of
this item will be made.

117.00
200.00
320.00
400.00
500.00
600.00

560.00

4,200.00

1,200.00
1,200.00

66.00
90.00
90.00

126.00
126.00
172.00

64.00

82.00

700.00
800.00
900.00

1,000.00

5,000.00
6,300.00
6,800.00
8,100.00

1,200.00
1,350.00
1,500.00
1,800.00

700.00
700.00
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SCHEDULE 6 (contd.)

(ii) where application for such equipment was made after 31st
October 1980:

Size:
3+10 .. • .. ...
5+20

(e) PABX7
(i) where application for such equipment was made befre 1st

November 1980:
(ii) where application for such equipment was made after 31st

October 1980:
(/) PABX other than 1 to 7:

Size:
Up to 30 automatic extensions
Up to SO automatic extensions
Up to 75 automatic extensions
Up to 100 automatic extensions
Over 100 automatic extensions:

' for each 50 extensions capacity
each manual position

Rate of
rental

£

75.00
100.00

1,100.00

250.00

90.00
130.00
180.00
225.00

90.00
60.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

3,500.00
4,200.00

2,540.00

26,000.00

No further connection of these
items will be made.

2. Special additional switchboard for secret working connected with a
PBX in the same building .. • ..

plus, in respect of each exchange line connected to such switch-
board .. .. .. ' ..

plus, in respect of each extension connected to such switchboard

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
specified in Item 1.

2.70
2.70

11.00
11.00

3. Special additional switchboard for night working connected with a
PBX ..

plus, in respect of each exchange line or internal extension
switchboard to such switchboard •

plus, in respect of each external extension, private circuit or
inter-switchboard extension switched to such switchboard

plus, in addition to the above charges if the PBX and the addi-
tional, switchboard are in separate buildings, in respect of each
exchange line, extension, or private circuit switched to such
switchboard

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
specified in Item 1.

2.70

6.75

11.00

11.00

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
an external extension specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.

4. Special equipment privided in connection with a PMBX: •
(a) equipment to privide audible clearing on PMBX 4
(6) equipment to provide conference facilities:

Non-multiple floor pattern:
Cord connected non-amplified
Cord connected amplified
Key switched non-amplified
Key switched amplified

Multiple type:
Cord connected non-amplified
Cord connected amplified
Key switched non-amplified
Key switched amplified

(c) equipment to provide emergency telephone faculties in protected
accommodiation:
(i) additional PMBX .. ..

plus:
per exchange line or extension switched
plus, if additional switchboard is situated in a separate set
of premises:

per circuit switched

(ii) where an exchange line is forked for connection to an
instrument fitted in protected accommodation as well as to
the normal PMBX or telephone:

per exchange line forked ..
If terminated on normal termination strip
If terminated on plug and socket .. . . .

plus, if forked termination is in a separate set of
premises:
per exchange line forked .. ..

1.50

7.50
42.00
20.00
50.00

18.00
45.00
16.50
45.00

Nil

12.00
30.00
27.00
45.00

27.00
28.50
24.00
33.00

Appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
specified in Item 1.

2.70 11.00

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
for an external extension specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.

Nil
4.20
5.00

11.00
Nil
Nil

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
an external extension specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.
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SCHEDULE 6 (contd.)

Rate of Maximum
rental connection charge

£ £
(rf) equipment to provide night service:

(i) Night busying:
per installation .. .. .. .. .. 11.00
up to 4 exchange lines .. .. .. .. 14.00
each additional exchange line .. .. .. 3.50

(ii) Night interception: per installation .. .. .. 33.00 Nil

(e) equipment to provide press button recall facilities on indicator
signalling PMBXs

provided when the PMBX is installed .. .. .. Nil Nil
provided subsequently: per extension .. .. .. Nil 10.00

5. Special equipment provided on a PABX type 1 and 2 (the following
items apply to both types unless otherwise stated):

(a) equipment to provide conference facilities:
Key switched non-amplified .. .. .. .. 28.00 45.00
Key switched, amplified .. .. .. .. .. 63.00 45.00
Cord connected, non amplified (PABX type 2 only) .. .. 20.00 45.00
Cord connected, amplified (PABX type 2 only) .. .. 50.00 45.00

(b) equipment to provide night service:
(i) direct exchange night service on a PABX type 1:

in respect of each exchange line connected for night service 3.50 11.00
(ii) direct exchange night service on a PABX type 2:

per installation .. .. .. .. .. 6.75 11.00
(iii) dial 8 night service:

where alarm bell circuit is extended externally .. .. The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
an external extension specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.

(iv) night busying:
per installation .. .. .. .. .. 11.00
up to 4 exchange lines .. .. .. .. 14.00
each additional exchange line .. .. .. 3.50

(v) night interception: per installation .. .. .. 33.00
(vi) split-level 7 (PABX type 1 only):

per connecting circuit .. .. .. .. 1.35 11.00
per inter-switchboard circuit .. .. .. 1.00 11.00

(vii) non-busy extension facility (PABX type 1 only) .. .. 16.00 68.00

(c) discriminatory call barring (PABX type 1 only) .. .. 21.00 120.000

6. Special equipment provided in connection with a PABX type 5 or
a PABX type 6:
(a) attendant's telephone .. .. .. .. .. 10.50 45.00
(b) audible alarm circuit .. .. .. .. .. 4.50 12.00
(c) exchange line call bells:

provided internally .. .. .. .. .. Nil Nil
provided externally .. .. .. .. The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for

an external extension specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.
(d) direct exchange night service:

per exchange line connected .. .. .. .. 3.50 11.00
(e) standby power equipment .. .. .. .. 46.00 100.00

7. Special equipment provided in connection with a PABX type 7:
(a) conference facilities:

Key switched, non amplified .. .. .. .. 28.00 45.00
Key switched, amplified .. .. .. .. 63.00 45.00

(6) equipment to provide night service:
designated extension night service .. .. .. 6.25 11.00
direct exchange night service:

each group of up to 5 extensions .. .. .. 22.00 15.00
(c) non-busy extension facility .. .. .. .. 24.00 84.00

(d) discriminatory call barring; each group of up to 3 excnahge lines 31.25 22.50

8. Special equipment for night working from a particular extension
connected with a PABX other than types 1 to 7 in the same building .. 4.50 No further connection of

this item will be made.
9. Modification of switchboards for blind operators:

(a) Braille trip meters (privately provided) for use on PMBXs size
5+20, 10+30, or 10+50 in place of Post Office provided
cyclometer type trip meter:

per braille trip meter, necessary exchange equipment, and
Post Office provided totals meter .. .. .. 3.50 10.00
per braille trip meter and necessary exchange equipment .. 1.50 10.00
Post Office provided totals meter (not braille) provided at
a later stage .. .. .. .. .. 3.50 10.00
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SCHEDULE 6 (contd.)

10. Key and lamp unit and associated equipment:
Key and lamp unit 2A with one operator's circuit
Two Key and lamp units 2A with one operator's circuit
Key and lamp unit 10A

Auxiliary apparatus:
Whichever one of the following rates of rental is appropriate in
relation to the number of exchange lines, extensions, or private
circuits connected to the key and lamp unit(s)

1 to 5 lines ..
1 to 10 lines..
1 to 15 lines..
1 to 20 lines..
Amplifier 23d

11. Busy cabinet (Unilever): to accommodate:
1-10 lines ..
1-20 lines .. .. ..

12. Ringing lead from telephone exchange to subscriber's premises for
providing power ringing

13. Ringing converter ..

14. Ringing vibrator

15. Transformer for power ringing

16. Howler cord circuit ..

17. Apparatus for recalling the operator at a magneto PBX; in respect of
the first exchange line

plus:
in respect of each subsequent exchange line connected with the
PBX ..
in respect of each extension connected with the PBX

18. Wiring in excess of 13 metres supplied to connect the manual and
automatic switching apparatus of a PABX provided by the Post
Office (other than a PABX Type 1 to 7)

19. Apparatus for affording direct connection between extensions on
a PABX provided by the Post Office (other than a PABX Type 1 to 7)
and on exchange lines connected with the PABX

20. Apparatus for affording direct connection between extensions on one
PABX provided by the Post Office (other than a PABX Type 1 to 7)
and extensions on another such PABX over an extension between
thetwoPABXs

21. Message waiting facility at a PBX:
per extension

22. Apparatus to provide Direct Dialling In (DDI):
per installation
per DDI extension

23. Press button telephones (other than self-contained): charge additional
to standard charges per extension or plan arrangement on which
keying facility is provided:

per press button telephone .. .. .. ..
per press button trimphone

Rate of
rental

£

13.00
20.00
20.00

12.00
18.00
25.00
32.00
8.00

15.00
20.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

2.00

0.30

0.15
0.05

0.60

1.50

3.00

2.75

300.00
1.15

1.50
2.50

Maximum
connection charge

£

36.00
56.00
56.00

36.00
56.00
76.00
96.00
10.00

80.00
80.00

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil

tNo further connection of
'these items will be made.

7.50

Nil
6.00

Nil
Nil

If provided
instead of

the operator's
standard

instrument
supplied by the

Post Office with
the relative

PBX
£

24. Instruments for use by an operator at a
private branch exchange (PBX):
(a) Handset type telephone .. —
(b) Handset portion only of handset

type telephone .. .. LOO

If provided in
addition to

the operator's
standard

instrument
supplied by the

Post Office with
the relative

PBX
£

1.80

1.00

Maximum
connection

charge
£

Nil

Nil
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(c) Breastplate transmitter and single
headgear receiver (where the stand-
ard instrument supplied by the
Post Office with the relative PBX is
a handset type telephone or the
handset portion only of a handset
type telephone)

(rf) Breastplate transmitter and single
headgear receiver (where the stand-
ard instrument supplied by the
Post Office with the relative PBX
is a breastplate transmitter and
single headgear receiver)

(e) Breastplate transmitter and double
headgear receiver (where the stand-
ard instrument supplied by the
Post Office with the relative PBX
is a handset type telephone or the
handset portion only of a handset
type telephone)

(/) Breastplate transmitter and double
headgear receiver (where the stand-
ard instrument supplied by the
Post Office with the relative PBX
is a breastplate transmitter and
single headgear receiver)

(g) Headset (where the standard in-
strument supplied by the Post
Office with the relative PBX is a
handset type telephone or the
handset portion only of a handset
type telephone):

Type No. 1
Type No. 2
Type No. 3 (Auralite)
Type No. 3A (Auralite

Executive)
(h) Headset (where the standard

instrument supplied by the Post
Office with the relative PBX is a
headset No. 1. or has-been replaced
by a headset No. I):

Type No. 1
Type No. 2
Type No. 3 (Auralite)
Type No. 3 A (Auralite

Executive)

SCHEDULE 6 (contd.)

Rate of rental
If provided
instead of

the operator's
standard

instrument
supplied by the

Post Office with
the relative

PBX
£

If provided in
addition to
the operator's

standard
instrument

supplied by the
Post Office with

the relative
PBX

£

Maximum
connection

charge
£

2.00 2.00

2.00

2.50 2.50

2.50

No further connection of
these items will be made.

2.00
2.50
8.00

9.00

0.50
8.00

9.00

25. Common use of headset or handset on key and lamp unit: for use
with Post Office equipment and apparatus and privately provided
radio equipment and apparatus:
(a) common use of handset ..
(b) common use of headset No. 1
(c) common use of headset and handset with alternative headset

fitting

2.00
2.50
8.00

9.00

2.00
2.50
8.00

9.00

Rate of
rental

£

12.00
13.50

15.00

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil

Maximum
connection charge

£

45.00
50.00

60.00

26. Out-of-order panels on Post Office rented PABXs:
Panel capacity:

1-3 Private circuits or exchange lines
1-10 Private circuits or exchange lines .
1-20 Private circuits or exchange lines .

10.50
11.25
21.00

42.00
45.00
84.00

27. Self-contained Keysender No. 1 (on multiple PMBXs) 7.50 15.00

28. Premiere Call Connect System:
(i) where application for the Basic Central Equipment was made

before 1st November 1980:
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SCHEDULE 6 (contd.)

(a) Basic Central Equipment (including two connect circuits for
the connection of extension to extension calls and Night
Service No. 2)

(b) per additional connect circuit for the connection of extension
to extension calls

(c) interfacing equipment:
per exchange line .. . .•
per internal or external telephone exchange line
extension

(d) equipment to provide Direct Outward Dialling ..
(e) equipment to provide Night Service No. 1
(/) Instruments for use by an operator at a Premiere Call Con-

nect System (if provided in addition to the operator's stan-
dard instruments supplied by the Post Office with the Pre-
miere Call Connect System):

Headset No. 1 ..
Headset No. 2 ..

(ii) where application for the Basic Central Equipment was made
after 31st October 1980:
(o)Basic Central Equipment (including two connect circuits for

the connection of extension to extension calls and Night
Service No. 2)

(6) per additional connect circuit for the connection of extension
to extension calls .. .. .. . . . .

(c) interfacing equipment:
per exchange line
per internal or external telephone exchange line
extension

(d) equipment to provide Direct Outward Dialling ..
(e) equipment to provide Night Service No. 1
(/) Instruments for use by an operator at a Premiere Call Con-

nect System (if provided in addition to the operator's stand-
ard instrument supplied by the Post Office with the Pre-
miere Call Connect System):

Headset No. 1 .. .. ..
Headset No. 2 ..

29. Herald Call Connect System:
(a) Basic Central Equipment ..
(6) interfacing equipment per internal or external telephone exchange

line extension
(c) De-luxe Terminal
(d) Standard Terminal
(e) Loudspeaker for direct voice calling, call monitor and amplifier

facilities .. .. .. ..

30. Monarch 120 Al Call Connect System:
(a) Basic Central Equipment ..
(6) interfacing equipment per internal or external telephone exchange

line extension ..
(c) Console
(d) Metering:

per line on which meter pulse is provided . ..
centralised exchange line trip meter

Rate of
rental

£

165.00

8.00

11.00

4.00
48.00
14.00

2.00
2.50

50.00

2.00

Nil

1.25
48.00

2.00
2.50

5.00

1.50
4.00
3.00

2.70

22.50

1.25
8.00

1.25
3.50

Maximum
connection charge

£

500.00

27.00

30.00

10.00
200.00
60.00

Nil
Nil

3,700.00

190.00

330.00

80.00
200.00
60.00

Nil
Nil

1,610.00

. 110.00
205.00
135.06

35.00

10,600.00

150.00
2.600.00

Nil
5.00

Note: The changes in Items 28, 29 and 30 are in addition to the rates of rental and connection charges which are payable under
Schedule 1 for each telephone exchange line, Part 1 of Schedule 5 for each internal telephone exchange line extension, Part 2 of Schedule
5 for each external telephone exchange line extension and Schedule 3 for each Inland Speech Band Private Circuit."

Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for items of equipment and apparatus provided for use in relation to telegraph band
private circuits. ' •
8.—(1) For item 41 of Schedule 8 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted he following:

"41. Units Telegraph:
No. 31 (leak/monitor)
No. 33A (switching unit with monitoring relay to connect

a receive machine to any one of up to 4 circuits (telex or
telegraph))

No. 35 (character detection unit)
No. 37A (error detection unit) ..
No. 39A (switching unit for sharing auto transmitter

between Unit TG 23 and DC private circuit equipment)
Voltage Conversion Facility per line (where MCVFT is

used, per channel). (For privately-owned apparatus) .,

3.75

6.50
75.00
67.50

7.00

6.75

Nil

Nil
40.00
40.00

Nil

25.00.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for equipment and apparatus provided for the transmission of data
9. For Schedule 9 to the principal Scheme there shall be subsitiuted the following:

" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 21

SCHEDULE 9

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR EQUIPMENT AND
APPARATUS PROVIDED FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

(exclusive of value added tax)
(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

1. Modems:
No. 1 ..
No. 2 ..
No. 7 ..
No.7C
No. 8 ..
No. 9 ..
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 20

2. Datel4832
Modem 24A
Remote test unit Tl
Remote test unit T3
Multipoint tester Tl 60
Rack mounting kit

3. Data Control Equipment:
No. 1A
No.2A
No. 3 A (includes the provision of a telex exchange line)
No. 3A plus Automatic Dial Unit 901 A (includes the provision
of a telex exchange line) ..

4. Datel Control Equipment:
(a) Datel 200 Control Equipment:

Basic Rack Unit: plus 1 control module
Each additional control module

(b) Datel Network Control Systems:
Basic Rack Unit
Control unit: per unit PC

PSTN .. .. .. ..
Multipoint

(c) Key and Lamp Unit 13A

5. Datel400Service:
Digital Outstation
Digital Instation
Analogue Outstation
Analogue Instation
Weatherproof Case

6. Data Switchboards:
DT102
DT103

DT123 ..
DT146

7. Remote Switch:
(a) DT 108/1

DT 108/2
(b) SU27A/1

SU27A/2
(c) Customer controlled busying for Data use: per telephone

exchange line or final selector access equipment

8. Racking:
C & N Type
C & N Type (for use in pre-standard Control Systems, including
material construction and installation)
73B ..
73B—1
Auxiliary Equipment Cabinet
Cabinet 1/TG 2453

Rate of
rental

£

40.00
37.50
87.50
92.50

200.00
275.00
187.50
105.00
20.00
40.00

215.00
15.00
25.00
62.50
Nil

92.50
55.00

195.00

215.00

96.25
75.00

42.50
15.00
15.00
8.75

28.75

27.50
35.00
32.50
55.50
10.00

92.50
92.50

92.50
92.50

13.75
18.75
13.75
18.75

8.75

16.25

15.00
17.50
25.00
6.25
7.50

Maximum
connection charge

£

60.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
300.00
300.00
200.00
130.00
30.00
60.00

250.00
10.00
10.00
25.00

350.00

55.00
65.00

110.00

115.00

52.00
40.00

58.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
35.00

40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
15.00

70.00
No further connection of
this item will be made.

70.00
70.00

18.00
18.00
18.00
18.00

12.00

Nil

12.00
25.00
25.00
12.00
15.00
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SCHEDULE 9 (contd.)

9. Line Terminating Equipment:
(a) DT232/1

DT232/2
(b) SU24A

10. Miscellaneous Data Equipment used in Control 200 type systems
(now obsolescent):

Link Panel DT 51
Link Panel DT 32/1
Key Panel DT 53 (20 keys)
Key Panel DT 53 (40 keys)
Access Panel DT 33 .. :.
Key & Lamp Units

plus, for:
Key & lamp unit No. 2A
Key & lamp unit No. 10A

11. Miscellaneous Apparatus:
Carrier Monitor
D66290
D76680/16
D78686/32
D 79473/1A
D79473/2A
SU7A
Case 2QOA with Test Facilities

12. Dataplex Systems:
(a) Dataplex!

radial distance between PO premises housing Dataplex
equipment at both distant end and serving exchange for
subscriber's premises:
(i) 6 Channel System (see Note):

Kilometres

Rate of
rental

£.

0.75
0.75
2.50

8.75
10.00
26.25
33.75
17.50

Maximum
connection charge

£

7.00
7.00
4.00

7.00
7.00

25.00
25.00
12.00

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
specified in item 10 of Schedule 6.

1.25
2.50

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.00
2.50
3.00

16.25
3.75

Nil
Nil

18.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

12.00
12.00
18.00
12.00

Over
0

56
80
160
240
320
400
480

Up to
56
80
160
240
320
400
480

1,382.50
1,435.00
1,522.50
1,627.50
1,732.50
1,820.00
1,907.50
1,995.00

770.00
770.00
770.00
770.00
770.00
770.00
770.00
770.00

Note: Charge includes 6 telephone exchange lines, 6 modems 2B, 6 interface units A, a standard 240Hz spaced multichannel
voice frequency system, a four wire bearer circuit and 6 interface units B.

(ii) 12 Channel Systems (see Note)
Kilometres

Over
60
56
80
160
240
320
400
480

Up to
56
80
160
240
320
400
480

1,960.00
2,012.50
2,100.00
2,205.00
2,310.00
2,397.50
2,487.25
2,572.50

900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00

Note: Charge includes 12 telephone exchange lines, 12 modems 2B, 12 interface units A, a standard 240 Hz spaced multichannel
voice frequency system, a four wire bearer circuit and 12 interface units B.

(b) Dataplex 2/DTM1A
(i) Basic Unit:

TDM 1A type multiplexing unit; Appropriate datel
modems; Circuit terminating equipment .. .. 925.00 500.00

(ii) Per Channel:
including the circuit card, the equipment associated with

the datel modem 2B, and the modem 2B:
for all modes of input using the Post Office telephone

system, private circuits or a mixture of both were:
the TDM equipment is situated in Post Office

premises .. .. .. .. 52.50 35.00
the TDM equipment is situated in the subscriber's

premises.. .. .. .. .. 57.50 40.00
(iii) Circuit:

main bearer

other access circuits

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
a circuit chargeable at Tariff T specified in Schedule 3.
The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
the circuit provided.
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SCHEDULE 9 (contd.)

(c) Dataplex 2/TDM 2A
(i) Basic Unit:

TDM 2A type multiplexing unit; I transmission system;
Test access equipment; Racking (including high and low
speed modem racking)

(ii) Circuit:
main bearer

other access circuits

final selector access equipment
(iii) Circuit shelves:

1/16 ..
1/32 ..

(vi) Circuit cards:
without busying
with busying
programmable without busying
programmable with busying

(v) Additional transmission system
(vi) Transmission system expansion unit

(vii) Automatic bit rate selection
(viii) Additional power supply

(ix) Modems:
No. ISA
other datel modems

(d) Dataplex 3/TDM 3A
(i) Basic Unit (including tester) ..

(ii) Multiplexer Expansion Unit
(iii) Line Module LMU1A/2A
(iv) Circuit Cord Modules:

ASYN1A
SYN1A
SYN2A

(v) Additional Power Unit
(vi) 48KBit/s Interface ..

(vii) Circuit:
Main bearer

Other access circuits

(viii) Modems

Rate of
rental

£

275.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

250.00

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
a circuit chargeable at Tariff T specified in Schedule 3.
The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
the circuit provided.

5.00 5.00

35.00
62.50

8.75
13.75
12.50
17.50
42.50
37.50
72.50
37.50

25.00
25.00

5.00
5.00

10.00
10.00

20.00
Nil
15.00
15.00

275.00 100.00
The appropriate rate of rental and connection charges
specified in item 1.

425.00
137.50
200.00

27.50
22.50
70.00
42.50
90.00

850.00
60.00
30.00

12.00
12.00
35.00
30.00
12.00

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
the circuit provided.
The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
the circuit provided.
The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
each modem provided.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for equipment and apparatus provided for use in mines and. collieries'in relation
to telephone exchange lines ;
10. For Schedule 10 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 21

SCHEDULE 10

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR EQUIPMENT. AND
APPARATUS PROVIDED FOR USE IN MINES AND COLLIERIES IN RELATION TO

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE LINES
(exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates) •

Rate of Maximum
rental connection charge

£ £
1. Equipment and apparatus provided in association with PABX types

2 and 3 owned by the National Coal Board:
24V power supply NCB changeover 2.40 Nil
24V power supply PO changeover .. .. .. .. 18.00 Nil

each safe ringing unit .. .. .. .. 0.60 Nil
each code ringing generator relay set .. .. 2.30 Nil
each auto-magneto link relay set (coupling unit) .. .. 1.60 Nil
each auto-telephone link relay (coupling unit N8S30A or

N8795B) 0.80 Nil
Emergency relay set (per 20 circuits) .. .. .. 1.50 • Nil
Emergency switchboard: 2+20equipped .. .. .. 50.00 Nil

2+40 equipped 95.00 Nil
PABX 2 only:

common equipment and miscellaneous cabling .. .. 4.40 Nil
each auxiliary equipment relay set .. .. .. 2.00 Nil

PABX 3 only:
common equipment and miscellaneous cabling .. .. 5.50 Nil
each auxiliary equipment relay set .. .. .. 2.00 Nil
emergency reporting relay set .. .. .. .. 2.60 Nil

2. Emergency access from privately-owned and maintained NCB
private exchange to public telephone system:

Diversion of up to 2 exchange lines via Tp 710:
where Tp 710 is in the same building as the Post Office PBX:

per exchange line diverted .. .. .. 3.50 24.00
where Tp 710 is in a different building from the Post Office
PBX: per exchange line diverted .. .. .. 3.50 The appropriate connection

Plus the appropriate rates charge for one external
of rental for two external extension as specified in
extensions as specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.
Part 2 of Schedule 5.

3. Equipment and apparatus provided in other mines: circuits to under-
ground working terminating on private attachments:

Circuits to PMBXs .. .. .. .. .. 3.50 24.00
Special signal unit .. .. . ... 1.50 Nil.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for equipment and apparatus provided for use in private broadcast systems in relation
to telephone exchange lines and private circuits

11. For Schedule 11 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 21

SCHEDULE 11

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR EQUIPMENT AND
APPARATUS PROVIDED FOR USE IN PRIVATE BROADCAST SYSTEMS IN RELATION TO

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE LINES AND PRIVATE CIRCUITS
(exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

Maximum

1. Uni-directional Scheme:
(a) Common Equipment at local broadcast offices (per installation),

i.e. common services for line terminating equipment ..
(b) Uni-directional Line Terminating Unit at Local broadcasting

offices (per 20 circuits), i.e. Broadcast Outlet line terminating
equipment to serve 20 circuits

(c) Remote Switching Equipment at local broadcast offices (per
omnibus circuit)..

(d) Remote Switching Equipment at serving exchange (per link)
(e) Watch receiver in terminal office

2. Equipment and apparatus to allow connection of broadcasts between
re-broadcast office and a dependent terminal office

3. Amplifier on standby exchange lines
4. Amplifying equipment for offices with up to 10 line terminating units

(including 2 Speakersets, 1 Headset No. 1, 1 Headgear Receiver)
5. Amplifier LTR Mark IIANRB
6. Additional aniplifying equipment for offices with 11-20 line termin-

ating units (includes 1 Speakerset No. 1)
7. Emergency Broadcast Jack
8. Equipment to connect each Key and Lamp Unit/Panel associated

with private circuits to the broadcast
9. Equipment to connect each Key and Lamp Unit/Panel associated

with exchange line to the broadcast
10. Standard Terminal Office Termination ..
11. Inter-office private circuit termination with standby exchange-line
12. Secondary feed distribution (Main line offices—includes 1 Switching

Unit No. 8A and 2 Amplifiers No. 121 A)
13. Additional operator's circuit on Key and Lamp Unit/Panel associated

with exchange line (includes 1 Headset No. 1)
14. Additional operator's circuit on Key and Lamp Unit/Panel associated

with private circuits (includes 1 Headset No. 1)
15. Monitor Jack (includes Headgear Receiver)
16. Miscellaneous equipment: per console ..
17. Unit Auxiliary Apparatus per Unit/Panel with up to 5 exchange lines
18. Unit Auxiliary Apparatus per Unit/Panel with 6-10 exchange lines ..
19. Unit Auxiliary Apparatus per Unit/Panel with up to 5 private circuits
20. Unit Auxiliary Apparatus per Unit/Panel with 6-10 private circuits ..
21. 1 Key and Lamp Unit/Panel with 1 operator's circuit including

headset
22. 2 Key and Lamp Units/Panels with 1 operator's circuit including

headset
23. 1 Key and Lamp Unit/Panel without operator's circuit
24. Remote Control Selective Switching facility for use on omnibus private

circuits:
(a) Common equipment required in each distribution office regard-

less of number of lines
(6) Equipment required at each terminal office to be connected

(this may for security reasons be installed in exchange instead
of terminal office)

(c) Equipment required for each short (omnibus) circuit
(d) Equipment required for each longer (omnibus) circuit

25. Battery feed control switch and lamp
26. Test Jacks on main and secondary office private circuits:

Through offices (4 wire inter-office circuits):
(a) with one terminal office
(6) with two terminal offices
Terminal Offices:

2 wire inter-office circuits:
sending and receiving

4 wire inter-office circuits :
sending and receiving

Rate of
rental

£

3.25

25.50

1.00
6.50
0.30

1.80
3.00

24.00
1.00

10.00
1.25

2.00

2.25
2.00

19.50

6.50

4.00

4.00
1.25
8.00

11.25
14.50
11.25
14.50

12.50

17.50
4.50

2.50

2.25
1.50
6.00
1.00

1.50
2.00

1.50

1.50

connection charge
£

8.00

44.00

7.00
12.00
6.00

7.00
5.00

36.00
Nil

27.00
5.00

7.00

7.00
5.00

18.00

12.00

10.00

10.00
5.00

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

18.00

36.00
12.00

7.00

5.00
5.00

12.00
5.00

5.00
5.00

5.00

5.00.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for equipment and apparatus provided for use in police telecommunication systems
in relation to telephone exchange lines and private circuits
12. For Schedule 12 to the principal Scheme-there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 21

SCHEDULE 12

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR EQUIPMENT AND
APPARATUS PROVIDED FOR USE IN POLICE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS IN

RELATION TO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE LINES AND PRIVATE CIRCUITS
• (exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

PART 1
Police telephone and signal systems, provided in relation to telephone exchange lines

Rate of Maximum
connection charge

1. PA450System:
(a) each complete street call point connected to a Post Office

provided switchboard:
in addition to an external extension:
(i) for each post including the associated telephone equipment

and signal lamp fitting
(ii) for each kiosk telephone installation and the roof and

internal signal lamp fittings
(6) each complete street call point connected to a privately owned

PABXtypeS:
in addition to an external extension:
(i) for each post including the associated telephone equipment

and signal lamp fitting
(ii) for each kiosk telephone installation and the roof and

internal signal lamp fittings .. ..
(c) map display equipment:

per installation
plus, per circuit

2. PA 150System:
(a) switchboard:

10 line
20 line
30 line .. .. . . .

(b) line unit
(c) kiosk equipment
(</) street post and equipment..
(e) signal lamp fitting

signal lamp fitted with call bell
(/) sub-station telephone
(g) public call extension

plus 1 extension
per additional extension
external extension to street call point

rental
£

40.00

15.00

36.00

10.00

1.50
0.20

80.00
120.00
130.00
14.00
8.00

15.00
2.00
3.50
4.00

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
specified in Schedule 5.

8.00 Nil
3.00 Nil
1.30 Nil

Plus the rate of rental for an
external extension specified
in Part 2 of Schedule 5.

PART 2
Police automatic concentrator and broadcast systems provided in relation to telegraph band private circuits

Rate of Maximum
rental connection charge

£ £
21.25 24.00
13.00 18.00

1. Concentrator common equipment relay set
2. Concentrator receive machine relay set ..
3. Receive machine equipment
4. Line relay set:

small system
large system

5. Broadcast control panel
6. Monitor machine relay set
7. Broadcast control console
8. Auto-head equipment

2 9. Supplementary equipment for six figure working
10., Unit for two station working

2.25

9.00
21.25
21.50

6.25
65.50
12.50
26.75
15.50

Nil

.18.00
24.00
24.00
9.00

24.00
18.00
24.00
24.00.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for equipment and apparatus provided for use in Fireman's call-out systems in
relation to telephone exchange lines and speech band private circuits
13. For Schedule 13 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 21

SCHEDULE 13

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR EQUIPMENT AND
APPARATUS PROVIDED FOR USE IN FIREMAN'S CALL-OUT SYSTEMS IN RELATION TO

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE LINES AND SPEECH BAND PRIVATE CIRCUITS
(exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

Fireman's call circuits-
PART 1

remote control systems provided in relation to telephone exchange lines

System DX:
(a) call-out point equipment
(b) ring-out point equi pment:

local siren
remote siren

siren point equipment (remote siren)
running call facility at ring-out point
mains failure alarm at ring-out point

(c)
(d)

2.

3.

System G:
(a) ring-out point equipment:

local siren
remote siren

(b) siren point equipment (remote siren)
(e) running call facility at ring-out point

Greater London Council Fire Brigade:
Exchange line capture facility:

Controlling station
Controlled station

Door enquiry bell-push
Running call facility telephone
Strip mounted relay set ..
12 cell battery unit
Auxiliary control panel:

associated equipment

Rate of
rental

£

19.00

33.00
36.00
3.70
0.80
1.00

9.00
12.50
3.70
2.30

5.00
2.00
0.60
1.50

20.00
30.00

55.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

12.00

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
40.00
60.00

110.00

PART 2
Firenwufs remote call-out systems provided in relation to speech band private circuits

System A:
Call out point equipment .. .. .. .. .. 3.75
Each siren point equipment .. .. .. .. 3.50
Additional call-out point equipment .. .. .. 3.75

2. System AA:
Call-out point equipment
Each siren point equipment
Additional call-out point equipment

3. System K:
Call-out point equipment per circuit
Ring-out point equipment (local siren)
Ring-out point equipment (remote siren)
Remote siren point equipment

4. VF System A:
(a) Control station:

Equipment to control up to 5 remote stations
Control panel

(b) Power:
Basic unit for control station with only one system controlled

Control station unit for:
2-5 systems
6-10 systems
11-15 systems

(c) Remote stations:
Equipment per station
Basic power unit for each remote station
" 999 " fire call termination
Relay set
Three relay sets on one base

I No further connection of
| these items will be made.

3.00 12.00
3.00 12.00
3.00 12.00

7.00 1
10.50 t No further connection of
14.00 f these items will be made.
3.50 J

55.00 75.00
13.00 25.00

30.00 50.00

47.50 50.00
55.00 60.00
67.50 60.00

65.00 100.00
30.00 50.00
7.00 12.00
3.00 12.00
7.50 12.00
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: SCHEDULE 13 (contd.)

PART 2 (contd.)

Rate of
rental

£

5. Modifications at Remote Stations to allow use of Pocket Alerters:
(a) For connection to any of:

(i) System AA .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 12.00
(ii) System K (HO transmitter in same building as control unit) 3.00 12.00
(iii) System K (HO transmitter remote controlled AA; siren

retained) .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 ' 12.00
(iv) System DX (HO transmitter in same building as ROP) .. 3.00 12.00
(v) System DX (HO transmitter remote controlled AA; siren

retained) .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 12.00
(vi) System VFA (HO transmitter in same building as VF

equipment) .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 12.00
(vii) System VFA (HO transmitter remote controlled; siren

retained) .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 12.00
(viii) System VFA (HO transmitter remote controlled; siren not

required) .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.00 12.00
(ix) Telegraph Call-Out System .. .. .. .. 3.00 12.00

• (6) For connection to Systems AA, K and DX (HO transmitter
remote controlled; siren not required) .. .. .. Nil 12.00

(c) Teleprinter Electronic Timer .. .. .. .. 8.00 12.00.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for additional equipment and apparatus provided for connecting private attachments
to Post Office installations
14. For Schedule 14 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 21

SCHEDULE 14

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS PROVIDED FOR CONNECTING PRIVATE

ATTACHMENTS TO POST OFFICE INSTALLATIONS
(exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

1. Block terminal

2. Switch

3. Jack

4. Bell set

5. Key in suitable key mounting

6. Spring set ..

7. Relay 3201 NL and wiring

8. Relay set SA 8121

9. Relay setSA 8541

10. Relay 332A
1—15

11. Relay3106NL
AW

12. Multiway block terminal

13. Press buttons for 700 type Tp ..

12. Large block terminal

13. Push buttons for 700 type Tp ..

14. Gravity switch for 700 type Tp..

15. Spring set for 700 type Tp

16. Telephone 700 type and wiring

17. Signalling Unit 37A ..

18. Items for connecting Shorrocks and Packs Infotell: connection via:
telephone 700 type
bell set
external telephone 700 type
block terminal

19. Items for connecting Centralised Dictation Systems (other additional
items specified in this Schedule may also be required):
(a) PABX (other than PABX type 2):

wiring per dictation unit including terminal block..
(b) PMBX and PABX type 2:

wiring per dictation unit including terminal block and
switchboard jack

(c) PABX or PMBX:
terminal block and switchboard jack

(d) Call back extension (without telephone)
(e) PABX types 3 and 4: Access equipment:

Post Office provided PABXs
privately provided PABXs

(/) terminal block
key in key mounting
telephone and wiring

(g) wiring between PBX and demarcation point (also applies to
Staff Location Systems)

20. Transdata Code Converter:
Key Switching

Rate of
rental

£
0.15

0.15

0.15

0.20

0.15

0.15

0.45

4.00

6.00

0.45

0.45

0.40

0.15

0.40

0.15

0.15

0.15

3.00

15.50

1.15

0.50

0.50

0.50
1.00

0.60
0.20
0.15
0.15
3.00

3.50

1.50

Maximum
connection charge

£
13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

13.00

24.00

70.00

50.00

13.00

13.00

13.00
13.00

\ No further connection of
/these items will be made.

13.00
13.00
24.00

24.00

13.00

In cases where the connection of the attachment cannot be effected without the provision of an additional item of equipment or
apparatus specified in Schedule 5, the rental and connection charge for that item will be payable in addition to the charges for any
item of equipment or apparatus specified in this Schedule.".
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Rates of rental and maximum connection charges for maintaining certain private attachments (including connecting equipment an
apparatus) and connecting them to Post Office installations
15. For Schedule 15 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20, 21 and 38

SCHEDULE 15

RATES OF RENTAL AND MAXIMUM CONNECTION CHARGES FOR MAINTAINING
CERTAIN PRIVATE ATTACHMENTS (INCLUDING CONNECTING EQUIPMENT AND

APPARATUS) AND CONNECTING THEM TO POST OFFICE INSTALLATIONS
(exclusive of value added tax)

(The rates of rental specified in this Schedule are quarterly rates)

PART 1
Maintenance ofPABX types 3 and 4

(the following charges apply to all the above-mentioned PABXs unless otherwise stated)

Rate of Maximum
rental connection charge

£ £

1. Each calling equipment group of up to 50 extension capacity whether
fully equipped or not:

PABXS . '.. 127.00 164.00
PABX4

Each manual position
PABX3
PABX4

164.00 212.00

41.00 52.00
73.00 96.00

2. Automatic call distribution system A:
common equipment .. .. .. .. .. 1.00 Nil
each order or supervisor's desk .. .. .. .. 6.25 Nil
each access equipment from PABX to order desk .. .. 1.60 Nil
each exchange line connected .. .. .. .. 0.60 • Nil

3. Conference facilities:
cord connected (PABX type 3), non-amplified 4.00 Nil
cord connected (PABX type 3), amplified
key switched, non-amplified
key switched, amplified
selector level, non-amplified
selector level, amplified ..

17.55 Nil
11.25 Nil
26.50 Nil
3.00 Nil

15.50 Nil

4. Duplicate switchboards:
each manual position on PABX type 3 .. .. .. 41.00 52.00
each manual position on PABX type 4 .. .. .. 73.00 96.00

5. Barred trunk:
per exchange line connected .. .. .. .. 3.00 Nil

6. Equipment to provide Key calling (automatic):
(i) Single Way Working—per master telephone . . . .. 20.00 45.00
(ii) Single Way Working with lamp identification—per master

telephone .. .. .. .. .. .. 25.00 63.00
(iii) Both Way Working (over 2 lines):

per master telephone .. .. .. .. 25.00 63.00
per side telephone .. .. .. .. .. 1.65 Nil

(iv) Conference facility on either (i) or (ii) .. .. .. 3.75 Nil

7. Key sender: electromechanical:
on PABX type 3:

1 to 10 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 13.00 Nil
11 to 15 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 17.00 Nil -
16 to 20 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 19.50 Nil

on PABX type 4:
1 to 10 digital capacity .. .. .. .. Nil Nil

11 to 15 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 4.25 Nil
16 to 20 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 7.00 Nil

8. Key sender: electronic:
onPABXtypeS:

1 to 10 digital capacity .. .. .. 6.90 . .Nil
11 to 15 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 9.00 Nil
16 to 20 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 10.50 Nil

on PABX type 4:
1 to 10 digital capacity .. .. .. .. Nil Nil

11 to 15 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 2.20 Nil
16 to 20 digital capacity .. .. .. .. 3.65 Nil
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SCHEDULE 15 (contd)

PART 1 (contd.)

9. Equipment to provide night service:
(a) night busying and night interception

(b) switchboard: PABX type 3 (standard SA 8166)
per exchange line or O level circuit switched
plus, if night service switchboard is external to the main:

per circuit switched

10. Private meters :
(a) on exchange lines:

per line on which control is provided
per meter or pair of meters

(b) on PABX extensions:
per exchange line on which control equipment is provided
for positive battery supply
permanent connection per meter
flexible connection per meter
clock meters on PABX 3: per meter

Rate of
rental

£

Maximum
connection charge

£

The rate of rental and connection charge specified in item
4(eQ of Schedule 6 in relation to a PMBX.

16.00 Nil
2.25 Nil

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for
an external extension specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.

1.50
0.75

1.50
15.00
0.15
0.30

6.25
6.25

6.25
16.25
Nil
Nil

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
specified in Schedule 5.

PART 2
Maintenance of common control type PABXs

1. Stored programme control; (SPC type PABX) :
(A) IBM 3750

(i) divided maintenance:
per 50 extension installed capacity ..

(ii) fully Post Office maintained:
(a) Basic Central Equipment, per PABX installation
(b) Interface equipment, per internal or external telephone

exchange line extension
(iii) per manual position

(B) AH Other Designs
(i) Basic Central Equipment, per PABX installation

(ii) Interface equipment per internal or external telephone
exchange line extension

(iii) per manual position

2. Crossbar, rotary, reed or code-switched:
(i) Interface equipment, per 10 internal or external telephone

exchange line extensions
(ii) per manual position

3. Absent extension transfer:
per extension with facility to divert calls (not applicable to SPC
type PABXs)

4. Callback:
per PABX with facility (not applicable to SPC type PABXs)

5. Conference facilities:
(a) Operator controlled, per PABX
(6) Three-party, extension controlled, per PABX
(c) Other forms of conference

(a), (6),a nd (c) are not applicable to GEC/SL 1 or Plessey PDX
SPC

6. Selective barring of codes to give route restriction:
per exchange line with facility (not applicable to SPC type
PABXs)

Rate of
rental

£

164.00

125.00

4.50
73.00

125.00

4.00
73.00

25.50
41.00

1.70

13.25

23.00
32.50
Nil

5.75

Maximum
connection charge

£

212.00

500.00

18.00
96.00

500.00

16.00
96.00

33.00
52.00

6.80

53.00

92.00
130.00
Nil

23.00
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SCHEDULE 15 (contd.)

PART 2 (contd.)

7. Short-code dialling:
(a) from extensions ..
(6) from switchboards (not applicable to SPC type PABXs)

8. Private Meters:
(not applicable to Pye EBX 8000 SPC type PABX's) ..

9., Special Switchboards:
(a) Blind operator working ..
(6) Enquiry Desk ..
(c) Supervisor Desk
(d) Night Service Board

Rate of
rental

£

25.75
25.75

Maximum
connection charge

£

103.00
103.00

The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
'specified in item 10, of Part 1 Schedule 15. .

.. I The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge
[specified in (A)(iii), l(B)(iii) or 2(ii) above.

(e) In addition to (d), if night service board is external to the main,
per circuit switched The appropriate rate of rental and connection charge for

an external extension specified in Part 2 of Schedule 5.

PART 3

Maintenance of private circuit automatic tandem exchanges (PCATXs)

Strowger and other non-SPC types:
1. PCATX1 (independent):

1 st 20-line unit (or part) installed capacity
Each 10-line unit (or part) installed capacity ..

2. PCATX2(co-sited):
Each 10-line unit (or part) installed capacity

3. SPC types:
SPC PCATX (Stand Alone)

1 st 20-line unit (or part) installed capacity
2nd subsequent 10-line unit (or part) installed capacity

Rate of
rental

£

195.00
48.75

48.75

310.00
116.00

Maximum
connection charge

£

210.00
52.50

52.50

780.00
290.00

1. Ormig rewinder

PART 4

Maintenance of miscellaneous items of equipment and apparatus

Rate of
rental

£

4.50

Maximum
connection charge

£

Nil

1. PMBX4 ..

2. PABX Type 1:
Size:

4+15
5+24
7+35

10+49

3. PABX Types 5 or 6:
Size:

3+10.
5+20

PART 5

Maintenance ofPMBXA, PABX Types 1,5,6 and 7, and Call Connect Systems

Rate of
rental

£

90.00

75.00
75.00

100.00
100.00

75.00
100.00

Maximum
connection charge

£ .

Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
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SCHEDULE 15 (contsd.)

PART 5 (contd.)

Rate of
rental

£

Maximum
connection charge

£

4. PABXType? 250.00 Nil

5. Premiere Call Connect System :
(a) Basic Central Equipment (including two connect circuits for the

connection of extension to extension calls and Night Service
No. 2)

(b) per additional connect circuit for the connection of extension to
extension calls ..

(c) interfacing equipment:
per exchange line
per internal or external telephone exchange line extension ..

50.00

2.00

Nil
1.25

Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil

6. Herald Call Connect System:
(a) Basic Central Equipment ..
(b) interfacing equipment per internal or external telephone exchange

line extension
(c) De-luxe Terminal
(d) Standard Terminal

7. Monarch 120 Al Call Connect System :
(a) Basic Central Equipment ..
(b) interfacing equipment per internal or external telephone exchange

(c)
line extension
console

5.00

1.50
4.00
3.00

22.50

1.25
8.00

Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil.
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Single payment charges for miscellaneous items of equipment and apparatus, services and facilities
16. For Schedule 17 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 30

V SCHEDULE 17

SINGLE PAYMENT CHARGES FOR MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT AND
APPARATUS, SERVICES AND FACILITIES

(exclusive of value added tax)

851

(Maximum)
1. Telephone Instrument cord:

(a) 3 metres in length .. ... .. .. .. . . . . .. .. Nil
5 metres in length .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. Nil
8 metres in length .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6.00

(6) Any other length .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.00

2. Multiple cord for house exchange system:
over 1.8 metres in length and up to 4.5 metres .. .. .. .. .. .. 10.00

3. Dial for telephone on PMBX .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 10.00

4. Keyforcoinbox .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.50

5. Buzzer (in lieu of a telephone bell) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.00

6. Transmitter cut-out key .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8.00

7. Duplicate key for optional barring equipment associated with a telephone instrument .. .. .. 1 .SO

8. Duplicate battery, drop indicator and other subsidiary or minor apparatus for which no rental is payable .. 10.00

9. Headset No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 or No. 3A:
in respect of each manual switchboard or each switchboard section which is modified for use with the

lightweight headset .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20.00
in respect of each other item of apparatus which is so modified .. .. .. .. .. 10.00

10. Headset No. 3 (Auralite) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10.00

11. Headset No. 3 A (Auralite Executive) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10.00

12. Accessories for Auralite Headsets:
(a) .Headset Pouch .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.50
(b) EarTipKits .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5.00
(c) Individual Ear Tips (Packet of 5) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.50
(d) SpectacleClip .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.80
(e) Lanyard .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.50

13. Special Range Telephones:
Astrofon .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36.00
Candlestick ' ' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 69.00
Classic.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 130.00
Contempra , .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. 20.00
Deltaphone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - . . .. .. 26.00
DeltaphonedeLuxe .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60.00
Ericofon600s .. .. .. .. .. .. ;. .. .. .. 20.00
'Ericofon700 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 74.00
Mickey Mouse .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 55.00

14. Special protective apparatus:
Box, Protector, CD 364 .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. 18.00

15. Fitting of tactile indicators for blind operators:
per installation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.00

16. Lock 43 A for weatherproof telephone .. ' . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 10.00

17. Additional key for lock 43A .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.50

18. Lifting bar on Tp 706 or 710 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10.00

19. Cardcallmaker:
each additional 50 cards and 9 index cards .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4.00
each additional 1,000 cards .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 30.00
each additional punch and guide kit .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.00
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SCHEDULE 17 (contd.)

£
(Maximum)

20. HES: second main telephone apparatus .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 12-00

21. Optional HES facilities provided by modification of the existing installation:
(a) small trembler bell for night service or alternative to second main telephone .. .. .. 12-00
(6) monitoring facilities .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. 12 • 00
(c) station barring .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12-00
(d) facility for calling main telephone when it is engaged on an exchange line call:

(i) by modification of existing main telephone .. .. .. .. .. .. 12-00
(ii) by substitution of main telephone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12-00

(iii) permanent alarm on second main telephone apparatus .. .. .. .. 12-00

22. PMBX 4 (non-multiple):
long cord kit: per position .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 250-00

23. Printing reperforator No. 5A: small instrument case .. .. .. .. .. .. 80-00

24. Non-standard dial centre labels .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10-00

25. Telespot (Phone-in equipment for the broadcasting of live telephone calls); central equipment .. 250-00

26. Enlarged Numeral Dial Ring:
where a special visit by a person engaged in the business of the Post Office is necessary .. 8-00
otherwise .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1-00

27. Trolley for coinbox 725 (portable) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40-00

28. Remotely sited bell unit for use with Compact Telephone and Compact Telephone (Jubilee Year Version)
when additional wiring is required .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6-00

29. Self-contaned press-button Trimphone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5-00

30. Self-contained press-button Telephone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5-00

31. Press-button Trimphone (other than self-contained) .. .. .. .. .. .. 5-00

32. Press-button Telephone (other than self-contained) .. .. .. .. .. .. 5-00

33. X-Press callmaker .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5-00

34. Explosive Atmosphere Telephone with reference number in the 700 series . . .. .. 100-00

35. Out-of-Order panel on Post Office rented PABXs:
charge per private circuit or exchange line connected on the Out-of-Order panel .. .. 22-50

36. Self-Adhesive Dial Ring .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 0-40

Para. 61
37. Freefone telephone service .. .. .. .. , . .. .. .. .. 100-00

38. Cartridge for Answering Machine No. 3A .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5-00

39. Herald Call Connect System:
interfacing equipment per exchange line .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35-00

40. Monarch 120 Al Call Connect System:
(a) interfacing equipment per exchange line .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 95-00
(b) alarm for power fail condition .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 120-00
(c) conference board (3 party) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 185-00
(d) transparent doors .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 150-00

41. PABX type 1: Fitting of diode for discriminatory call barring:
per extension . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 9-00.".
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Rates of rental and occasional charges for miscellaneous equipment and apparatus, services and facilities
17. For Schedule 18 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraph 18 and 20

SCHEDULE 18

RATES OF RENTAL AND OCCASIONAL CHARGES FOR MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT AND
APPARATUS, SERVICES AND FACILITIES

(exclusive of value added tax)
(where appropriate the paragraph having particular reference to the charge is shown in the left-hand column)

Para. 11 1. Reconnection charge

Para. 22 2. (a) Takeover charge in respect of a telephone exchange line

(b) Takeover charge in respect of a telex exchange line

Para. 31 3. Temporary cessation or restriction of telephone and telex exchange lines and inland
private circuits .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Para. 33 4. Additional particulars of telephone and telex calls:
For each 30 calls of which particulars are supplied at any one time (odd fractions of

30 calls being reckoned as 30 calls)

Para. 53(1) 5. Transfer or interception of incoming telephone calls made to. an installation which
includes equipment as described in item 9 of Part 2 of Schedule 5:

for each occasion on which, at the request of the subscriber or the person using
that installation the Post Office alters the mode of provision of the service

Para. 53(2)

Para. 53(3)

Para. 58

Para. 60

£

9.00

10.00
(maximum)

13.00
(maximum)

3.00

0.30
(maximum)

0.35

Para. 53(1) 6. Transfer or interception of incoming telephone calls made to an installation which does
not include equipment as described in item 9 of Part 2 of Schedule 5:

(a) where the subscriber has requested operator controlled transfer or interception
services for a minimum of 3 months:

(i) initial payment .. .. .. .. .. .. .. : 4.00
(ii) rate of rental for any number of days or parts of a day within any 3 month

period .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10.00
(iii) for each occasion on which, at the request of the subscriber or the person

using that installation, the Post Office arranges transfer or interception
services by the telephone exchange operator in respect of incoming calls
made to that installation, or arranges an alteration in the mode of the
provision of those services, or arranges a cessation of those services - ... 0.35

(b) where the subscriber has requested operator controlled transfer or interception
services for a period of less than 3 months or for an individual occasion or
occasions:
(i) for each separate period of consecutive days (subject to a minimum charge

of £1.50) per day or part of a day .. .. ., .. .. 0.30
(ii) for each occasion as is specified under head (a)(iii) above .. .. 0.35

7. By-pass facility: for each quarter or part of a quarter

8. Interception on a ceased telephone exchange line, for each quarter or part of a quarter

9. Quarterly rate of rental for credit card telephone service:
for each credit card number

1.00
(for each quarter

or part of a quarter)

10.00
(for each quarter

or .part of a quarter)

0.50
(for each quarter

or part of a quarter)

10. Charge for services in relation to calls received by telephone exchange operators from
callers who ask for the call to be connected to an ex-directory telephone exchange line
or to be given the telephone number of that line:

quarterly rate of rental

Para. 61 11. Freefone telephone service: quarterly rate of rental

7.50
(for each quarter

or part of a quarter)

20.00
(for each quarter

or part of a quarter)
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SCHEDULE 18 (contd.*)

Para. 62 12, Midnight line service: for each telephone exchange line disconnected from the call
charging meter:

(a) initial payment
(b) quarterly rate of rental

13. Change of telephone number at subscriber's request

14. Change of telex answerback at subscriber's request

15. Change of telex answer back and number at subscriber's request

16. Switch to enable the local telex record to be disconnected

17. Provision of telephone service to a radiophone:
for each quarter or part of a quarter ..

18. Additional charge for provision of speaking clock service using private circuit feeds:
quarterly rate of rental

19. Radiopaging receiver with single audible signal:
initial charge
quarterly rate of rental

20. Radiopaging receiver with two audible signals :
initial charge
quarterly rate of rental

21. Facility enabling a number of radiopaging receivers to respond to a single telephone call:
initial charge
quarterly rate of rental

22. Disconnection of Compact Telephone (Jubilee Year Version) for the purpose of in-
stallation at different premises

23. Facility enabling roaming into other radiopaging zones:
initial charge (each paging number)
quarterly rate of rental per zone roamed

100.00
82.50

(for each quarter
or part of a quarter)

8.00

8.00

13.00

22.00

40.00

37.50

5.00
21.00

5.00
39.00

5.00
15.00

10.00

5.00
3.00.".
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Charges for removals, alterations and substitution of .equipment or apparatus
18. For Schedule 19 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraph 18, 20 and 27

SCHEDULE 19 .

CHARGES FOR REMOVALS, ALTERATIONS AND SUBSTITUTION OF EQUIPMENT OR APPARATUS
(exclusive of value added tax) .

PART 1
Telephone equipment and apparatus £

1. Telephone instrument, not being a telephone on a HES . (This charge includes the removal of a bell con-
nected with the telephone, and the removal of a switch, indicator and batteries provided for an associated
extension bell where the extension bell itself is not removed) .. .. .-. .. . . . . 24.00

2. Exchange line or private circuit terminal from telephone instrument to switchboard, key and lamp unit or
HES, or from switchboard, key and lamp unit or HES to telephone instrument .. .. .. 24.00

3. Extension bell, or other bell except where covered by item 1 .. .. .. .. .. 12.00
4. Reversal of position of main and extension telephones .. .. .. .. .. .. 24.00
5. Coinbox .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 32.00
6. Socket 24.00
7. Change of indicator number on switchboard .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8.00
8. PBX

(a) PMBXswitchboard:
Other than a multiple type:

Size:
1+3 .. .. 36.00
2+4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 42.00
3+7or3+9 .. .. .. ' .. .. .. .. .. .. 63.00
3+12 (panel type) .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. 90.00

(b) PABXTypel:
Operator's console .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 120.00

(c) PABX Types 5 and 6:
Extension from 3+10 to 5+20 .. .. .. .. .. • .. 700.00

(d) PABXType7: •
Operator's console .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1SO.OO

(<?) PABX other than types 1-7:
Size: «v

up to 30 automatic extensions .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 270.00
up to SO automatic extensions .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 390.00

9. Private exchange (forming part of a private circuit) .. .. .. .. .. .. The appropriate
connection charge

for a PBX
according to type.

10. Key calknaker: alteration to wall box .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8.00
11. Modification of PABXs for blind operators:

PABX type 1: per installation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.50
PABX type 2: per 10 circuits (or part thereof) modified .. .. .. .. .. 4.00

12. Maximum substitution of apparatus charge for any other item of apparatus appropriate to this part of the
Schedule .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24.00

13. Premiere Call Connect System:
Night Service No. 1 equipment, Night Service No. 2 equipment or Direct Outward Dialling

equipment:
Alteration to all or any of the above items of equipment during engineer's visit to the sub-

scriber's premises for that sole express purpose .. .. .. .. .. 15.00
14. Conference Combining unit .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 200.00
15. Herald Call Connect System:

(a) modification of headset jack .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.00
(b) reprogramming.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 80.00

16. Monarch 120 Al Call Connect System:
alteration of software .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20.00

PART 2

Telex equipment and apparatus
£

1. Automatic error detection unit .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40.00
2. Automatic transmitter .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36.00
3. Character detection unit .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40.00
4. Keyboard perforator No. 44 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24.00
5. Keyboard perforator No. 4 5 - . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36.00
6. Printing reperforator.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36.00
7. Teleprinter (charge for internal removal with break in service) .. .. .. .. .. 35.00
8. Teleprinter and telex exchange line (charge for internal removal with break in service) .. .. 35.00
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SCHEDULE 19 (contd.)

PART 3
Telegraph equipment and apparatus £

1. Teleprinter 15: alteration to allow printing of J-bell symbol and carriage feed .. .. .. 65.00

2. Substitution of character in type head: per character, per machine .. .. .. .. .. 8.00

3. Substitution of cover .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.00

4. Alteration of Teleprinter 7E from sprocket feed to friction feed .. .. .. .. .. 16.00

5. Substitution of UTX 7 by UTX 8 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.00

6. Alteration of Strapping on Teleprinter 30A .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10.00

PART 4

Equipment and apparatus provided for the transmission of data £

maximum
1. Modem No. 1 (including the removal of any associated circuits) .. .. .. .. .. 35.00

2. Modem No. 2 (including the removal of any associated circuits) .. .. .. .. .. 35.00

3. Modem No. 7 (including the removal of any associated circuits) .. .. .. .. .. 35.00

4. Modem No. 7C( including the removal of any associated circuits) .. .. .. .. .. 35.00

5. Modem No. 12 (including the removal of any associated circuits) .. .. .. .. .. 35.00

6. Modem No. 13 (including the removal of any associated circuits) .. .. .. .. .. 25.00

7. Modem No. 20 (including the removal of any associated circuits) .. .. .. .. .. 35.00

8. Modem No. 2: alteration of control unit to provide TCU fast-release facility .. .. .. .. 20.00

9. Change of modem service code: per engineering visit .. .. .. .. .. .. 40.00.".
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Charges for telephone calls to telephones within the United Kingdom and the Isle of Man
19. For Schedule 20 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:

"Paragraphs 18,20 and 46 . -
SCHEDULE 20

CHARGES FOR TELEPHONE CALLS TO TELEPHONES WITHIN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND
THE ISLE OF MAN

PART 1
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are exclusive of value added tax)

This Part of the Schedule is appropriate where:
(a) the local exchange is operated by the Post Office: charge to the subscriber for a call made from an installation, otherwise

than by means of a coin box line; or .• ° •
(b) the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf and the terminal exchange is not operated

by that person: charge for conveyance through the medium of the Post Office system of a call made otherwise than from a call
office or a coin box telephone.

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 4p

Description of call Period of time (or
part of such period)
for each charge unit

in respect of any
one call

1. Local call .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 120 seconds

2. Trunkcall: .
Where the distance between the group centre concerned:

(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres .. .. .. ..- .. .. .. .. 30 seconds
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres .. .. .. .. '.. .. .. .. .. 10 seconds

TABLE B
(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

1. A call obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator in any of the following circumstances:
(a) where the caller has requested the .provision in relation to the call or any additional service or facility referred to in this

Scheme which involves the intervention of an operator;
(b) where.the caller could have made the call without the assistance of an operator but chose to make it with such assistance;
(c) where the caller having attempted to obtain the call without the assistance of an operator and having received the ringing

tone or the engaged tone but no reply from the called telephone has requested that the call be connected by an operator
and an operator on first attempting to do so has also received the ringing tone or the engaged tone but no reply from the
called telephone and the caller, nevertheless, requests that the operator persists in endeavourng to connect the call;

For the first 3 minutes or For each minute or part of
part of '3 minutes a minute after the first 3

minutes
(i) Localcall .. .. .. .. .. .. 15p 5p

(ii) Trunkcall:
where the distance between1 group centres concerned:

(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres .. .. 39p 13p
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres .. .. .. 87p 29p

2. A call obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator
in circumstances other than those referred to in Item 1 above of this
Table:

(i) Localcall .. .. .. .. .. .. 6p for each 3 minutes or part of 3 minutes.
(ii) Trunk call:

where the distance between group centres concerned:
(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres .. .. 24p 8p
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres .. .. .. 72p 24p

PART 2
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are inclusive of value added tax)

This Part of the Schedule is appropriate where:
(a) the local exchange is operated by the Post Office: charge to the caller for a call made from a call office or from a coin box line

(other than (i) a call office or a coin box line comprising equipment or apparatus controlled by a micro-processor and (ii) call offices
without coinboxes); or

(b) the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf and the terminal exchange is not operated
by that person: charge for conveyance through the medium of the Post Office system of a call made from a call office or a coin
box telephone (not including the charge which the person licensed to operate the local exchange may make in respect of the use
of the call office or coin box telephone).
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SCHEDULE 20 (contd.)

PART 2 (contd.)

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 5p

Description of call

1. Local call

2. Trunk call:
where the distance between the group centres concerned:

(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres

Period of time (or part of
such period) for each
charge unit in respect

of any one call

180 seconds

30 seconds
10 seconds

TABLE B

(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

1. A call obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator in any of the following
circumstances:
(a) where the caller has requested the provision in relation to the call of any additional service or

facility referred to in this Scheme which involves the intervention of an operator;
(b) where the caller could have made the call without the assistance of an operator but chose to

make it with such assistance;
(c) where the caller having attempted to obtain the call without the assistance of an operator and

having received the ringing tone or the engaged tone but no reply from the called telephone
has requested that the call be connected by an operator and an operator on first attempting to
do so has also received the ringing tone or the engaged tone but no reply from the called
telephone and the caller, nevertheless, requests that the operator persists in endeavouring to
connect the call;

(i) Local call ..
(ii) Trunk call:

where the distance between the group centres concerned:
(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres

2. A call obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator in circumstances other than
those referred to in Item 1 above of this Table:

(i) Local call
(ii) Trunk call:

where the distance between the group centres concerned:
(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres

For each 3 minutes
or part of 3 minutes

20p

50p
£1.10

5p

30p
90p.".
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Charges for telephone calls to telephones in the Republic of Ireland

20. For Schedule 21 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18, 20 and 47

SCHEDULE 21

CHARGES FOR TELEPHONE CALLS TO TELEPHONES IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

PART 1

(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are exclusive of value added tax)

Calls from Northern Ireland .to the Republic of Ireland.
This Part of the Schedule is appropriate where the charge is to a subscriber and is for a call made from an installation,

otherwise than by means of a coin box line.

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 4p

Description of call Period of time (or part of such
period) for each charge unit

in respect of any one call
1. Call to a telephone which is within the local call area . . . . 120 seconds

2. Call to a telephone which is outside the local call area:
where the distance between the group centres concerned:

(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres .. .. .. 30 seconds
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres .. .. .. .. 10 seconds

TABLE B

(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

- . ., For the first 3 minutes or For each minute or part
part of 3. minutes , of a minute after the first

3 minutes
1. Call to a telephone which is within the local call area .. .. 15p Sp

2. Call to a telephone which is outside the local call area:
where the distance between the group centres concerned:

r f . (a) does not exceed 56 kilometres .. ... .. 39p 13p
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres .. .. .. .. 87p 29p

PART 2
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are inclusive of value added tax)

Calls from Northern Ireland to the Republic of Ireland.
This Part of the Schedule is appropriate where the charge is for a call made from a call office or a coin box line (other than

(i) a call office or a coin box line comprising equipment or apparatus controlled by a micro-processor and (ii) call offices without
coin boxes). v

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 5p

Description of call Period of time (or part of such
period) for each charge unit

in respect of any one call
1. Call to a telephone which is within the local call area .. .. 180 seconds

2. Call to a telephone which is outside the local call area:
where the distance between the group centres concerned:

(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres . . . . . . 30 seconds
(b) exceeds 56 kilometres .. .. .. .. 10 seconds

TABLE B

(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

For each 3 minutes or part of
3 minutes

1. Call to a telephone which is within the local call area .. .. 20p

2. Call to a telephone which is outside the local call area:
where the distance between the group centres concerned:

(a) does not exceed 56 kilometres .. .. .. 50p
(/>) exceeds 56 kilometres .. .. .. .. llOp
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SCHEDULE 21 (contd.)

PART 3
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are exclusive of value added tax)

Calls from the United Kingdom (except Northern Ireland) and the Isle of Man to the Republic of Ireland.

This Part of the Schedule is appropriate where:
(a) the local exchange is operated by the Post Office: charge to the subscriber for a call made from an installation, otherwise

than by means of a coin box line; or
(6) the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf: charge for conveyance through the

medium of the Post Office system of a call made otherwise than from a call office or coin box telephone.

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 4p

Period of time (or part of such period) for each charge unit in respect
of any one call .. .. . . .. .. .. 8 seconds

TABLE B
(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

For the first 3 minutes or part of 3 minutes .. . . .. £1.05
For each minute or part of a minute after the first 3 minutes .. 35p

PART 4
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are inclusive of value added tax)

Calls from the United Kingdom (except Northern Ireland) and the Isle of Man to the Republic of Ireland.
This Part of the Schedule is appropriate where:
(a) the local exchange is operated by the Post Office: charge to the caller for a call made from a call office or from a coin box

line (other than (i) a call office or a coin box line comprising equipment or apparatus controlled by a micro-processor and
(ii) call offices without coin boxes);

(6) the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf: charge for conveyance through the
medium of the Post Office system of a call from a call office or from a coin box telephone (not including the charge which the
person licensed to operate the local exchange may make in respect of the use of the call office or coin box telephone).

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 5p

Period of time (or part of such period) for each charge unit in respect
of any one call .. .. . . .. .. .. 8 seconds

TABLE B
(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

For each 3 minutes or part of 3 minutes .. .. . . . . £1.30.".
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Charges for telephone calls to telephones in the Channel Islands .

21. For Schedule 22 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
"Paragraphs 18,20 and 4 8 . . . . . •

SCHEDULE 22

CHARGES FOR TELEPHONE CALLS TO TELEPHONES IN THE CHANNEL ISLANDS

PART 1
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are exclusive of value added tax)

This part of the Schedule is appropriate where:
(a) the local exchange is operated by the Post Office: charge to the subscriber for a call made from an installation, otherwise

than by means of a coin box line; or
(6) the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf: charge for conveyance through the

medium of the Post Office system of a call made otherwise than from a call office or coin box telephone.

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 4p

Period of time (or part of such period) for each charge unit in respect
of any one call .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 10 seconds

TABLE B •
(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

For the first 3 minutes or part of 3 minutes .. .. .. 87p
For each minute or part of a minute after the first 3 minutes .. 29p

PART 2
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are inclusive of value added tax)

„.,-„ This part of the Schedule is appropriate where:
(a) the local exchange is operated by the Post Office: charge to the caller for a call made from a call office or from a coin box

line (other than (i) a call office or coin box line comprising equipment or apparatus controlled by a micro-processor and
(ii) call offices without coin boxes);

(/») the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf: charge for conveyance through the
medium of the Post Office system of a call made from a call office or coin box telephone (not including the charge which
the person licensed to operate the local exchange may make in respect of the use of the call office or coin box telephone).

TABLE A
(Calls obtained without the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

Charge unit 5p

Period of time (or part of such period) for each charge unit in respect
of any one call .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 seconds

TABLE B
(Calls obtained with the assistance of a telephone exchange operator)

For each 3 minutes or part of 3 minutes .. .. .. .. £1.10.".
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Charges for telephone calls from and to radiophones
22. For Schedule 23 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18,20 and 50

SCHEDULE 23

CHARGES FOR TELEPHONE CALLS FROM AND TO RADIOPHONES

PART 1
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are exclusive of value added tax)

Charges for calls from radiophones

For each minute or part of a minute

1. Calls from a radiophone to an installation or telephone (including
another radiophone) in the United Kingdom .. .. .. 30p

2. Calls from a radiophone to an installation or telephone in the
Republic of Ireland .. .. .. .. .. .. 40p

3. Calls from a radiophone to an installation or telephone in the Chan-
nel Islands .. . . .. .. .. .. 40p

PART 2
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are exclusive of value added tax)

Charges for calls to radiophones other than calls made from a call office,
a coin box line or coin box telephone, or a radiophone

(a) Where the local exchange is operated by the Post Office the charge is the charge to the subscriber for the call;
(6) Where the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf the charge is the charge for

conveyance of the call through the medium of the Post Office system.
For each minute or part of a minute

1. Calls to a radiophone from an installation or telephone (other than
a call office, a coin box line or coin box telephone, or a radiophone) .. 30p

PART 3
(The charges in this Part of the Schedule are inclusive of value added tax)

Charges (to the caller) for calls to radiophones from a call office or coin box line or coin box telephone (other than (i) a call
office or coin box line comprising equipment or apparatus controlled by a micro-processer and (ii) call offices without coin boxes).

(a) where the local exchange is operated by the Post Office the charge is the charge to the caller for the call;
(6) where the local exchange is operated by a person licensed by the Post Office in that behalf the charge is the charge for

conveyance of the call through the medium of the Post Office system (not including the charge which the person licensed to
operate the local exchange may make in respect of the use of the call office or coin box telephone).

For each 3 minutes or part of 3 minutes
Calls to a radiophone from a call office or coin box telephone .. £1.00.".
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Miscellaneous charges for services and facilities in relation to particular telephone and telex calls (except calls to which paragraphs
4 9 a n d 6 8 apply) . . . . .
23. For Schedule 27 to the principal Scheme there shall be substituted the following:
" Paragraphs 18 and 20

SCHEDULE 27

MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES FOR SERVICES AND FACILITIES IN RELATION TO
PARTICULAR TELEPHONE AND TELEX CALLS (EXCEPT CALLS TO WHICH

PARAGRAPHS 49 AND 68 APPLY)
(The paragraph having particular reference to the charge is shown in the left hand column)

PART 1
Charges for services and facilities in relation to particular telephone calls made from an installation otherwise than

by means of a coinbox line
(exclusive of value added tax)

£

Para. 54 1. Fixed time call: booking charge.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.30
Para. S3 2. Personal call charge .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. 0.30
Para. 56 3. Transferred charge calls: transfer charge:

(a) in respect of a call transferred within the Post Office telephone system .. .. 0.15
(b) in respect of a call transferred from a telephone in the Channel Islands to a telephone

in the United Kingdom or the Isle of Man .. .. .. .. .. 0.15
(c) in respect of a call transferred from a telephone in the Republic of Ireland to a tele-

phone in the United Kingdom or the Isle of Man .. .. .. .. 0.30

Para. 58 4. Service charge for credit card call .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.15
Para. 59 5. Application charge for Alarm call .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.30
Para. 32 6. Advice of duration and charge: in the case of a call made from a place in the United

Kingdom, or the Isle of Man to a place in the United Kingdom, the Isle of Man or the
Channel Islands .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.15

Para. 61 7. Freefone: service charge .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.15

PART 2
Charges for services and facilities in relation to particular telephone calls made from a

call office or from a coinbox line
(inclusive of value added tax)

£
1. Fixed Time Call: booking charge .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.40
2. Personal Call Charge .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.40
3. Transferred Charge Calls:

(a) In respect of a call transferred within the U. K. or Isle of Man .. .. .. 0.20
(6) From the Channel Islands to a telephone in the U.K. or Isle of Man .. .. 0.20

4. Service charge for credit card call .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.20
5. Application charge for Alarm Call .. .. .. .. :. .. . 0.40
6. Advice of duration and charge in the case of a call made from a place in the U.K. or the

Isle of Man to a place in the U.K., Isle of Man or the Channel Islands .. .. 0.20
7. Freefone: service charge .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.20

PART 3
Charges for services and facilities in relation to particular telex calls

(exclusive of value added tax)

p
Para. 69 1. (a) For every call which is made from a call office .. .. .. .. 50

(b) For each minute or part of a minute where the call is made with the assistance of a
person provided by the Post Office to operate the teleprinter or other apparatus .. 10

Para. 73 2. Messages for further transmission by telex:
in addition to the charge payable under paragraph 73(2)(<z), for each receiving station to
which the message is transmitted (see paragraph 73(2)(6)) .. .. .. .. 30

Para. 32 3. Advice of duration and charge: in the case of a call made from a place in the United
Kingdom, or the Isle of Man to a place in the United Kingdom, the Isle of Man or the
Channel Islands .. ..., .. .. .. .. .. .. 15.".

Dated the 24th day of October 1980.

Signed on.behalf of the Post Office by Geoffrey J. Jones (a person authorised by the Post Office to act in that behalf).
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NORTHERN IRELAND OFFICE
EXPLOSIVES ACT 1875

la pursuance of Section 53 of the Explosives Act 1875, the
Secretary of State hereby appoints Mr. Samuel McDowell
(1235) as an Inspector for Northern Ireland under the said
Act for the exercise of those powers, and only those
powers, set out in Section 16 of the Northern Ireland
(Emergency Provisions) Act 1978.

J. R. Ingram, Assistant Secretary.
Dundonald House,
Belfast.

In pursuance of Section 53 of the Explosives Act 1875, the
Secretary of State hereby appoints Mr. John Melville
(1238) as an Inspector for Northern Ireland under the
said Act for the exercise of those powers, and only those
powers, set out in Section 16 of the Northern Ireland
(Emergency Provisions) Act 1978.

/. R. Ingram, Assistant Secretary.
Dundonald House,
Belfast.

In pursuance of Section 53 of the Explosives Act 1875. the
Secretary of . State hereby appoints Mr. Robert Owen
Lewis (1236) as an Inspector for Northern Ireland under
the said Act for the exercise of those powers, and only
those powers, set out in Section 16 of the Northern
Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Act 1978.

/. R. Ingram, Assistant Secretary.
Dundonald House,
Belfast.

Tn pursuance of Section 53 of the Explosives Act 1875, the
Secretary of State hereby appoints Mr. Laurence David
Stewart (1237) as an Inspector for Northern Ireland under
the said Act for the exercise of those powers, and only
those powers, set out in Section 16 of the Northern
Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Act 1978.

/. R. Ingram, Assistant Secretary.
Dundonald House,
Belfast.

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
ULSTER SAVINGS CERTIFICATES INDEX LINKED

RETIREMENT ISSUE

Movement of the United Kingdom General Index of
Retail Prices

For the purpose of revaluing on repayment Ulster
Savings Certificates of the Index Linked Retirement Issue
in accordance with the Ulster Savings Certificates (Amend-
ment) Regulations 1975 the Index figure issued by the
Department of Employment in the .month of October 1980
and applicable to the month of November 1980 is 270.2.

DEPARTMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT

APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS TO WILD BIRDS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

In accordance with Section 11 of the Wild Birds Protection
Act (Northern Ireland) 1931 the Department of the
Environment (Northern Ireland) has appointed the under-
noted to be members of the Wild Birds Advisory Com-
mittee until 30th September, 1982.

Re-appointed
Mrs. D. Browne, B.A.
Miss A. M. Murdoch
I. C. McDonald, Esq., D.A., A.R.D.

New Appointment
H. McBride, Esq.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
SOCIAL SERVICES

THE IMPORTED FOOD (NORTHERN IRELAND)
REGULATIONS 1968

Swaziland: Official Certificate

The Department of Health and Social Services with the
approval of the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food and the Secretary of State for Wales gives notice
that, in exercise of the powers conferred on it by the
Imported Food (Northern Ireland) Regulations 1968 as
amended by the Imported Food (Northern Ireland)
(Amendment) Regulations 1973 and 1979, it hereby recog-
nises, subject to the conditions hereinafter set out, the
Official Certificate of which particulars are given in the
Schedule hereto as showing:

(a) that the meat to which it relates or the meat from
which the meat product to which it relates was
prepared, was derived from mammals inspected
before and after death and passed in accordance
with criteria satisfactory to the Minister, and

(b) that the dressing, other preparation and packing
of the meat or the meat product was carried out
with all necessary precautions for the prevention of
danger to health.

1. Recognition of the Official Certificate is extended to
include:

(a) The tongue from any bovine animal from which a
submaxillary lymphatic gland has been removed;

(b) portions of carcases, with or without bone, com-
prising recognisable wholesale or retail cuts which
contain no associated lymphatic gland or from
which has been removed, in preparing or trimming
the meat, any lymphatic gland or any part of the
pleura or peritoneum.

Recognition does not extend to boneless veal appearing
to an authorised officer to be from calves less than three
months old.

2. The said certificate is recognised subject to the follow-
ing conditions:

(a) This recognition applies to the importation of meat
and meat products from .Swaziland;

(b) Where the Official Certificate is in the form of a
label, the recognition will apply only if the label is
securely affixed to the meat or the meat product and
the package containing the meat or the meat pro-
duct, and if the label has not in any other
circumstances or on any other occasion been used
as an Official Certificate.

(c) Where the Official Certificate is in the form of a
stamp, the recognition will apply only if the stamp
is clearly impressed or otherwise marked on the
meat or the meat product and the package contain-
ing the meat product.

(d) Recognition of the Official Certificate is restricted
to the extent shown in the Schedule hereto.

The Notice published in the Belfast Gazette dated 7th
August 1970, will remain in force until 1st January 1981,
from which date it will hereby be revoked.

SCHEDULE
For meat and meat products a stamp or label in the

termr set out herewith:
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Sealed with the Official Seal of the Department
L.S. of Health' and Social Services" for " Northern

Ireland on 17th October 1980.

5. W. McDowell, Assistant Secretary.

Department of Health and Social Services,
Dundonald House,
Belfast BT4 3SF.

NOTE: . .
Imports of meat and meat products (including poultry
meat) into Northern Ireland are restricted or prohibited
under Diseases of Animals legislation by the Department of
Agriculture and applications for such importations must be
made to that Department. Official Certificates for public
health purposes in accordance with the Imported Food
(Northern Ireland) Regulations. 1968, do not confer any
exemption from, these restrictions or prohibitions.

Notice is hereby given that in .exercise of powers' conferred
by sub-section (4) of Section 10 of the Wages Councils
Act '(Northern Ireland) 1945, the Department of Manpower
Services for Northern Ireland has made an Order entitled
'The Sugar Confectionery and Food' Preserving Wages
Regulation Order (Northern Ireland) 1980" (S.R. 1980
No. 342) dated 14th October,. 1980.' •

Copies of this Order may be purchased' from the Govern-
ment Bookshop, 80 Chichester Street, Belfast BT4 4JY.
Department of Manpower Services

for Northern Ireland,
Netherleigh, . -
Massey Avenue, Belfast BT4 2JP.

.. .INDUSTRIAL TRAINING ACT (NORTHERN
IRELAND) 1964

Notice is hereby given that .in pursuance of powers
conferred by section 4 of the Industrial Training Act
(Northern Ireland) 1964 and now vested in it, the
Department of Manpower Services has made a Statutory
Rule entitled the Industrial Training Levy (Catering
Industry) (Amendment) Order (Northern Ireland) 1980
(S.R. 1980 No. 350) giving effect to proposals submitted
by the Catering Industry Training Board to the Depart-
ment for the imposition of a further levy upon employers
in the Catering Industry for the purpose of raising money
towards the expenses of the Board.

Copies of the Rule may be purchased from the Govern-
ment Bookshop, 80 Chichester Street, Belfast BT1 4JY.

DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER
SERVICES

Please note this Notice should have appeared in the
Belfast Gazette 17th October, 1980.

WAGES COUNCILS ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND)
1945

Linen and Cotton Handkerchief and Household Goods and
Linen Piece Goods Wages Council (Northern Ireland)

The Linen and Cotton Handkerchief and Household
Goods and Linen Piece Goods Wages Council (Northern
Ireland) hereby gives notice of its intention to submit to
the Department of Manpower Services proposals for
fixing statutory minimum remuneration in substitution for
the statutory minimum remuneration fixed by the current
wages regulation orders relating to workers in respect of
whom the Wages Council operates. .

Particulars of the proposals may be obtained from the
Secretary of the Wages Council at the address given below.

The Wages Council will consider any written representa-
tion with respect to the above-mentioned proposals which
may be sent to it within twenty-one, days from 17th
October, 1980. Any such representations should bear the
writer's address and signature and be sent to the Secretary,
Linen and Cotton Ha'ndkefchief and Household Goods and
Linen Piece Goods Wages Council (Northern Ireland),
Netherleigh, Massey Avenue, Belfast BT4 2JP. It is desir-
able that persons making objections should state the
precise nature of their objections.

17th October, .1980. '
Miss A. L. Brown, Secretary.

COLERAINE BOROUGH COUNCIL
GAS ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND) 1971 • '

Gas-(Declaration of Calorific Value) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 1973

The Mayor, Aldermen and Burgesses of the Borough of
Coleraine, being Gas Undertakers within the meaning of
the above mentioned Act, hereby give notice that they
undertake to supply within the limits of their area of.
supply, Gas of a Calorific Value of 425 BtU per cubic
foot gross as and from the first day of January 1981
until further notice.

21 st October. 1980.
W. E. Andrews, Town Clerk.

CENTRAL SECRETARIAT
AGRICULTURAL TRUST (ABOLITION) (NORTHERN

IRELAND) ORDER

A.proposal for the above Order in Council was.published
on 20th October and is available from H.M:S.O. ^

The Order abolishes the Northern Ireland Agricultural
Trust and allows compensation to be paid to former
employees of the Trust.

Comments on the proposed draft Order are invited and
should be forwarded to The Secretary of State, Depart-
ment of Agriculture Northern Ireland, Dundonald House,
Upper Newtownards Roady Belfast BT4 3SB, so as to
arrive not later than 28th November, 1980.



ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS OFFICE
NOTICE OF GRANT OF CERTIFICATES OF UNENFORCEABILITY

Take Notice that the following certificates of unenforceability have been granted by the Enforcement of Judgments Office in respect of the following judgments.
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DEBTOR

Full Name and Address

Michael Crossan
111 Slieveboy Road,
Claudy, County Londonderry

James Mills
46 Oregan Street, Belfast

William Jenkins
626 Rosmoyle, Craigavon,
County Armagh

KB Display Limited
29 Belfast Road,
Saintfield, County Down

Peter Robinson
31 Ulsterville Gardens,
Belfast

Peter Robinson
31 Ulsterville Gardens,
Belfast

David C. Shields
t /a Drumbeg Service Station

110-112 Ballyskeagh Road,
Drumbeg, County Antrim

David Shields
t/as Drumbeg Service Station

110-112 Ballyskeagh Road,
Drumbeg, County Antrim

Occupation

Unemployed Labourer

Unemployed

Unemployed

Limited Liability Company

Self-employed Florist

Self-employed Florist

Garage Proprietor

Garage Proprietor

CREDITOR

Full Name and Address

Seed Potato Marketing Board
for Northern Ireland

2 Linenhall Street, Belfast

Belfast City Council
City Hall, Belfast

United Dominions Trust
Limited

Bedford House,
Bedford Street, Belfast

Carpex (NI) Limited
2 Marino, Station Road,
Holywood, County Down

Department of Finance
Rating Division

Oxford House,
Chichester Street, Belfast

Department of Finance
Rating Division

Oxford House,
Chichester Street, Belfast

J. E. Coulter (Cars) Limited
58-82 Antrim Road, Belfast

Burmah Castrol Company
t/as Burmah Oil Trading

Limited
Pipers Way,
Swindon, England

Date of
judgment

23 April 1980

2 June 1980

1 March 1979

16 June 1980

23 November 1977

21 February 1980

10 May 1979

17 May 1979

Amount
recoverable
on foot of
judgment

£42.40

£1,346.91

£259.95

£3,022.35

£1,147.12

£1,857.00

£732.38

£127.66

Amount
for which
Certificate

issued

£42.40

£1,346.91

£259.95

£3,022.35

£1,147.12

£1,857.00

£732.38

£127.66

Date of
Certificate

13 October 1980

15 October 1980

15 October 1980

15 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980
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ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS OFFICE
NOTICE OF GRANT OF CERTIFICATES OF UNENFORCEABIUTY

Take Notice that the following certificates of unenforceability have been granted by the Enforcement of Judgments Office in respect of the following judgments.

DEBTOR

: Full •Name, and Address

David Shields
t/a "Drumbeg. Stores and
Service Station"
'110-112 Ballyskeagh Road,

Drumbeg, County Antrim

David Shields
trading as .Drumbeg Service
Station '

110-112 Ballyskeagh Road,
Drumbeg, County Antrim

David C. Shields
110-.1 12 Ballyskeagh Road,
Drumbeg, County Antrim

David Shields :
trading as Drumbeg .Service
Station

110-112 Ballyskeagh Road,
Drumbeg, County Antrim

!•"

David Cunning Shields
110-11-2 Ballyskeagh Road,
Drumbeg, Dunmurry

> County Antrim

David C. Shields
t/a Drumbeg Stores

110-112 Ballyskeagh Road,
Drumbeg, Dunmurry
County Antrim

Joseph McManus
7 Ballydbnnell Road,. * '
Downpatrick, County Down

. . . Occupation

Garage Proprietor

Garage Proprietor

Garage Proprietor

Garage Proprietor

Garage Proprietor

Garage Proprietor

Self-employed Waste-paper
Dealer

CREDITOR

Full Name and Address

John Murdoch
t/a "The Brake Centre"

Lambeg Mills,
Lisburn, County Antrim

Fortress Doors & Factors
Limited

Hyde Park Industrial Estate,
Trench Road,
Mallusk, County Antrim

Burmah Oil Trading Limited
Burmah House, Pipers Way,
Swindon, England

J. Kenneth Falloon and
W. Edmund Falloon
Practising as J. K. Faloon and
Company

11 Smithfield Square,
Lisburn, County Antrim

Gamble Simms (Steel)
Limited

Hull's Hill,
Lisburn, County Antrim

Belfast Telegraph Newspapers
Limited

124 Royal Avenue, Belfast

Department of Finance
Rating Division

Oxford House,
Chichester Street, Belfast

Date of
judgment

9 September 1979

18 May 1979

26 October 1979

12 December 1979

7 December 1979

30 January 1980

20 March 1980

Amount
recoverable
on foot of
judgment

£428.50

£614.00

£22,305.67

£105.25

£303.94

£419.94

£75.15 .

Amount
for which
Certificate

issued

£428.50

£614.00

£22,305.67

£105.25

£303.94

£419.94.

. £75.15 • • .

Date of
Certificate

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980
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ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS OFFICE
NOTICE OF GRANT OF CERTIFICATES OF UNENFORCEABIIJTY

Take Notice that the following certificates of unenforceability have been granted by the Enforcement of Judgments Office in respect of the following judgments.

CO
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DEBTOR

Full Name and Address

James Wylie
37 Ivybank Park,
Donaghmore, Dungannon,
County Tyrone

James Devlin
722 West Acres,
Craigavon, County Armagh

James Devlin
t/a FRO PAC Marketing
Services

722 West Acres,
Craigavon, County Armagh

James Devlin
t/a J & M Trading

722 West Acres,
Craigavon, County Armagh

James Devlin
722 Westacres

Craigavon, County Armagh

Ernest Kirkpatrick
13 Abbeyfields Park,
Newpark, Muckamore,
County Antrim

Charles O'Neill
32 Alliance Avenue, Belfast

Occupation

Self-employed Builder

Unemployed Salesman

Unemployed Salesman

Unemployed Salesman

Unemployed Salesman

Unemployed

Unemployed

CREDITOR

Full Name and Address

Woodhouse and Sons
(Advertising) Limited

10 Blenheim Terace,
Woodhouse Lane,
Leeds, England

George Donnan
t/a Kilkeel Fishing Co.

The Harbour,
Kilkeel, County Down

Grimsby Shellfish Company
Limited

2 Rigby Street, Grimsby,
Humberside, England

North Road Poultry Packers
Limited

Hillcote,
Eccleshall, Stafford

EPH Car Sales Limited
Dollingstown,
Lurgan, County Armagh

E. Malachy Doris & Co.
State Buildings,
18 Arthur Street, Belfast

Department of the Environment
for Northern Ireland

Stormont, Belfast

Date of
judgment

22 January 1980

9 December 1976

3 November 1977

31 July 1979

19 September 1979

23 March 1979

16 March 1978

Amount
recoverable
on foot of
judgment

£215.28

£1,181.40

£13,231.75

£17,258.74

£962.00

£101.80

£44.10

Amount
for which
Certificate

issued

£215.28

£1,181.40

£13,231.75

£17,258.74

£962.00

£101.80

£44.10

Date of
Certificate

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980
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ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS OFFICE
NOTICE OF GRANT OF CERTIFICATES OF UNENFORCEABILITY

Take Notice that the following certificates of unenforceability have-been granted by the Enforcement of Judgments Office in respect of the following judgments

DEBTOR

Full Name and Address

William McCafferty
5 Combermere Street, Belfast

Mary McCrudden
31 Etna Drive, Belfast

Charles Joseph McGovern
• 1 4 Hill Crescent, Damolly,
Newry, County Down

Patrick Mullan
77 Short Strand. Belfast

James O'Neill
1 Barrack Brae,

1 Cusheridall, County Antrim

Sarah Crockard •
390 Springfield Road,
Belfast

Andrew Kelso
2 Cam Crescent,
New Mossley,
Newtownabbey,
County Antrim

Occupation

Unemployed

Housewife

Unemployed

Unemployed

Unemployed

Unemployed

Unemployed Welder

CREDITOR

Full Name and Address

Department of Finance
for Northern Ireland

Oxford House,
Chichcster Street, Belfast

The Northern Ireland
Electricity Service

'Danesfort',
120 Malone Road, Belfast

Newry & Mourne District
Council

Monaghan Row,
Newry, County Down

The Northern Ireland
Electricity Service

'Danesfort',
120 Malone Road, Belfast

The Commissioners of Inland
Revenue

Windsor House,
Bedford Street, Belfast

Department of Finance for
Northern Ireland

Oxford House,
Chichester Street, Belfast

Department of Finance
Rating Division

Oxford House,
Chichester Street, Belfast

Date of
judgment

17 April 1980

13 November 1979

28 November 1979

18 July 1979

21 November 1978

24 March 1.980

11 August 1978

Amount
recoverable
on foot of
judgment

£45.98

£77.66

£54.00

£107.40

£2,507.28

£93.12

£2,717.62

Amount
for which
Certificate

issued

£45.98

£77.66

.£54.00

£107.40 .

£2,507.28

£93.12

£2,717.62

Date of
Certificate

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

13 October 1980

8 October 1980

8 October 1980

6 October 1980

8 October 1980

ooo\
so
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INLAND REVENUE
AN ACCOUNT pursuant to the Bankers (Northern Ireland) Acts, 1845 and 1928, the Currency and Bank
Notes Act, 1928, and the Coinage Act, 1971, of the Amount of Notes authorised by Law to be issued by the
several Banks of Issue in Northern Ireland, and the Average Amount of Notes in Circulation, and of Bank of
England Notes and Coin held during the Four Weeks ended Saturday, the 13th day of September, 1980.

Name and Title
as set forth on

Licence

The Bank of Ireland

The Provincial Bank
of Ireland. Limited

The Northern Bank

Limited

The Ulster Bank
Limited

The National Bank
Limited

Name of the
Firm

The Governor and
Company of the
Bank of Ireland ...

The Provincial Bank
of Ireland, Limited

The Northern Bank

Limited

The Ulster Bank
Limited

The National Bank
Limited

Approved
Offices

j Belfast
| Londonderry

j Belfast

I Belfast
j Londonderry

Belfast

( Belfast
Londonderry

Circulation
authorised

by the
Bankers

(Northern
Ireland)

Act. 1926

E

t 793.660

t 302.445

594,000

321,274

120.000

Average Circulation
during 4 weeks
ended as above

£5 and
upwards

e

7.060.200

11.412,351

19,433.667

11,829,586

60,335

Under £5

£

314,781

489,099

776,126

362,263

19.672

Total

£

7,374,981

11,901,450

20,209,793

12,191,849

80,007

Average Amount of Bank of
England Notes and Coin held
during 4 weeks ended as above

•Gold and
Bank of
England

Notes

£

7,095,701

11,594,333

22,932,468

13,158,675

100,000

Coin other
than

Gold Coin

£

292,218

99,513

1,332,011

564,945

—

Total

£

7,387,919

11.693,846

24,264,479

13,723,620

100,000

I hereby certify that each of the Bankers named in the above Return, who have in circulation an amount
of Notes beyond that authorised by the Bankers (Northern Ireland) Act, 1928, have held an amount of Bank
of England Notes and Gold and Coin other than Gold Coin not less than that which they are required by
the Treasury to hold during the period to which this Return relates.

W. T. LYONS,
Dated 14th day of October, 1980. Registrar of Bank Returns.
t These amounts are the latest amounts approved by the Treasury.
* This column includes Bank of England Notes deposited at the Bank of England which, by virtue of Section

9(1) of the Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1928, are to be treated as gold coin held by the Bank.
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DISEASES OF ANIMALS ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND) 1958
OUTBREAKS OF NOTIFIABLE DISEASES CONFIRMED BY

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE DURING THE PERIOD
1st OCTOBER 1980 TO 15th OCTOBER 1980 .

PERIOD

1st. October to 15th October

Corresponding period in j

1st January to 15th October

Corresponding period in

1980
1979
1978
1977

1980
1979
1978
1977

Anthrax

Outbreaks
Confirmed

r . '

—

Deaths

—

—

Newcastle
Disease

Outbreaks
Confirmed

_

—

. Sheep Scab

Outbreaks
Confirmed

—

4
1

3

NOTES: -'
1. The following diseases were eradicated from Northern Ireland in the years indicated: Cattle plague or rinderpest

(pestis bovina) 1877; foot-an-mouth disease (fieve aphteuse) 1941; glanders (including farcy) (malleus) 1913; para-
sitic mange (sarcoptes scabiei equi 1946; pleuro-pneumonia (pleurp-pneumonia contagiosa bovum) 1893; rabies (rage)
1923; sheep pox (variola ovina) 1850; and swine fever (peste porcine) 1958.

2. The following diseases have never been recorded in Northern Ireland: Swine Vesicular Disease, African horse sickness
(pestis equorum), African swine fever (pestis suum africana), blue tongue (febris catarrhalis ovium), dpurine (exan-
thema coitale paralyticum), equine encephalomyelitis) (meningo-encephalomyelitis enzootica eq), equine infectious
anaemia (anaemia infectipsa equorum), lumpy skin disease (dennatosis nodularis), Teschen disease (encephalomyelitis
enzootica suum), epizootic lymphangitis (lymphangitis epizootica) and fowl plague (pestis avium).

Dundonald House
Upper Newtownards Road
Belfast BT4 3SB.

Public Notices

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE IN
NORTHERN IRELAND

In the Matter of William Barren, residing at 12 Ashdale
Crescent and carrying on business at 75 Belfast Road,
both Bangor, Co. Down, Building Contractor, bank-
rupt.

Adjudicated bankrupt: 16th October, 1980.
Public sittings: llth November, 1980, and 25th November,

1980, at 11.00 a.m.
Creditors' claims to be sent to, and all debts due to the

bankrupt to be paid to The Official Assignee for Bank-
ruptcy for Northern Ireland, RAC House, 79 Chichester
Street, Belfast BT1 4RS.

NOTICES UNDER
THE COMPANIES ACT

(NORTHERN IRELAND) 1960
IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE IN

NORTHERN IRELAND

CHANCERY DIVISION

In the Matter of

ELECTRONIC SALES (ULSTER) LIMITED

By Order of the Court dated Monday the 20th October,

1980, on the Petition of AEG-Telefunken (UK) Limited,
the above-named Company was ordered to be wound-up
by the Court.

And Monday, 27th October, 1980, at 11 a.m. at the
Royal Courts of Justice, Chichester Street, Belfast, was
fixed as the time and place for the appointment of an
Official Liquidator.

L'Estrange & Brett,
7 & 9 Chichester Street, Belfast BT1 4JG.

J. K. PLANT (NORTHERN IRELAND) LIMITED

Creditors' Voluntary Winding-Up

Notice is hereby given -that at an Extraordinary General
Meeting of the members of the above-named Company
duly convened and held at 16. Donegal! Square South,
Belfast 1, on the 15th day of October, 1980, the following
Extraordinary Resolution was duly passed:

"That the Company cannot by reason of its liabilities
continue its business and that it be wound-up volun-
tarily."

Dated the 16th day of October, 1980.
/. A. Kirk, Director.

J. K. PLANT (NORTHERN IRELAND) LIMITED

Creditors? Voluntary Winding-Up

Notice is hereby given that the Creditors of the above-
named company are required on or before the 19th"day
of December, 1980, to send their names,, addresses and
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particulars of their debts or claims to Michael P. Alex-
ander, LL.B., F.C.A., of Smyth Wilson Macaulay, 16
Donegall Square South, Belfast BT1 5JG, the Liquidator
of the said Company, and, if so required by notice in
writing from the said Liquidator, to come in and prove
their said debts or claims at such time and place as shall
be specified in such notice or, in default thereof, they
will be excluded from the benefit of any distribution made
before such debts or claims are proved.

Dated this 22nd day of October, 1980.
Michael P. Alexander, Liquidator.

Notice is hereby given in accordance with the terms of
Section 260 of the Companies Act (Northern Ireland) 1960
that a general meeting of the members of Bridge End
Bottling Company Limited will be held on Tuesday, 2nd
day of December, 1980, at 20 Hamilton Road, Bangor,
Co. Down, at 12 o'clock noon, for the purpose of having
an account laid before the meeting showing how the
vvinding-up of the Company has been conducted and the
property of the Company has been disposed of.

Dated this 24th day of October, 1980.
Geoffrey T. Henderson, Liquidator.
125 Ormeau Road, Belfast BT7 1SH.

CREDITORS' VOLUNTARY W1NDING-UP

Notice of Appointment of Liquidator

Pursuant to Section 275

Name of Company: J. K. Plant (Northern Ireland)
Limited.

Address of Registered Office: 322 Lisburn Road, Belfast.
Liquidator: Michael P. Alexander, LL.B., F.C.A., Messrs.

Smyth Wilson Macaulay, Chartered Accountants, 16
Donegall Square South, Belfast BT1 5JG.

Date of Appointment: 16th October, 1980.
By whom Appointed: The Creditors of the Company.

ARDGLASS EXPORT COMPANY LIMITED

Notice is hereby given that a Meeting of the Creditors of
Ardglass Export Company Limited will be held at the
office of Price Waterhouse, Royston House, 34 Upper
Queen Street, Belfast, on Friday the 21st day of Novem-
ber, 1980, at 12.00 o'clock noon, for the purpose of having
an account laid before them by the Liquidator pursuant
to Section 270 of the Companies Act (Northern Ireland)
I960, showing the manner in which the winding-up of the
said Company had been conducted, and the property of
the Company disposed of, and of hearing any explanation
that may be given by the Liquidator, and also of deter-
mining by Exeraordinary Resolution the manner in which
the books, accounts and documents of the Company and
of the Liquidator shall be disposed of.

Dated this 17th day of October, 1980.
W. M. Carson, Liquidator.

In the Matter of

HUNTERS (LIMAVADY) LIMITED

Registered Offices: Market Street, Limavady

Notice is hereby given pursuant to Section 263 of the
Companies Act (Northern Ireland) 1960 that a meeting
of the Creditors of the above-named Company will be
held in the Town Hall, Coleraine, Co. Londonderry, on
4th November, 1980, at 12 noon, for the purpose men-
tioned in Section 264 et seq of the said Act.

Dated this 22nd day of October, 1980.
By Order of the Board,

B. Hunter, Director.

MEMBERS' VOLUNTARY WINDING-UP

Notice of Appointment of Liquidator

Pursuant to .Section 275

Name of Company: Rohouse Development Co. Ltd.
Address of registered office: 3rd Floor, Fanam House,

Great Victoria Street, Belfast.
Liquidator's name and address: M. P. Fitzrnaurice, F.C.A.,

78 University Street, Belfast.
Date of appointment: 8th October, 1980.
By whom appointed: Members of Rohouse Development

Co. Limited.

CORRECTION

J. W. Thompson & Sons Plumbing and Heating Limited.
Belfast Gazette No. 3868, page 809, should have read:

J. W. THOMSON & SONS (PLUMBING AND

HEATING) LIMITED

In Liquidation

Notice is hereby given that those Creditors of the above
Company who have not already supplied particulars of
their debts to the Liquidator are required on or before
31st October, 1980, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims to the under-
signed Robert J. Stevenson of McKeown and Partners, 22
Broadway Avenue, Ballymena, the Liquidator of the said
Company, and, if so required by notice in writing from
the Liquidator, are personally or by their Solicitors, to
come in and prove their debts or claims at such time and
place as shall be specified in such notice. Creditors will be
excluded from the benefit of any distribution made before
such debts are proved.

Dated this 17th day of September, 1980.
Robert J. Stevenson, Liquidator.

STATUTORY NOTICES TO
CREDITORS AND OTHERS

TRUSTEE ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND) 1958

In the Estate of Hilda Maud Craig late of 58 Grays Hill,
Bangor in the County of Down, Spinster, deceased.

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Section 28 of the
Trustee Act (Northern Ireland) 1958 that all persons
claiming to be Creditors of the above-named deceased or
having any claim against or interest in :he property of
the deceased who died on the 17th day of March, 1980,
are hereby required to send on or before the 9th day of
January, 1981, particulars of such claims or interests to
the undersigned Solicitors for the Personal Representative
of the said deceased.

And Notice is hereby further given that after the 9th
day of January, 1981, the said Personal Representative
shall proceed to convey or distribute the property of the
said deceased among the parties entitled thereto having
regard only to the claims and demands of which par-
ticulars shall have been received.

Dated the 24th day of October, 1980.
Murray & McCourt,
Solicitors for the Personal Representative,
135 Main Street, Bangor BT20 4AD.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP
Notice is hereby given that the partnership subsisting
between Gerald Atkins and Jil Atkins carrying on business
as Consulting Engineers at 56 Main Street, Bangor, under
the style or firm of Atkins Houston Partnership has
admitted Philip Charles George Downie to be a partner
therein as from the 1st October, 1980, and the partnership
will as from the said date practise under the style or firm
of Atkins & Downie.

Dated this 22nd day of October, 1980.
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REGISTRATION OF CLUBS ACT
(NORTHERN IRELAND). 1967

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION

Notice is hereby given pursuant to the provisions of the
above Act that an application for a grant of a Certificate
of Registration of the Academy Club whose objects are
to provide for the' members playing fields and pavilion
and generally to further the interests of the game of
Rugby Football, Men's and Ladies' Hockey, Bowling,
Cricket and Lawn Tennis and to promote reasonable social
activities and whose premises .are .at 49 Salisbury Avenue
in the County of the City of Belfast but whose new
premises, to which they intend to transfer are at Deny

Road, Hydepark, Mallusk, Co. Antrim, has been lodged
with the Registrar for the Petty Sessions District of New-
townabbey and Carrickfergus, in respect of such new
premises.

Any objection to the grant of a Certificate of Registra-
tion must be lodged with the Registrar at .the Petty Sessions
Office, Church Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim.

Dated the 20th day of October, 1980. . .. .
F. E. Ddzett, Secretary.
Michael G. Bready & Co., Solicitors,

26 Donegall Street, Belfast.
Note: Under the above Acts any'objection must be

lodged within twenty-one days from the date of
the-"last publication of the Notice of Application.
At the same time a. copy of the objection must be
sent to the Secretary of the Club.
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NOTICE

fhe Belfast Gazette is published on Friday evenings.

All Notices and Advertisements are published in The Belfast Gazette at the risk of the Advertiser.

Advertisements must be paid for in advance and delivered to The Belfast Gazette Office, 80 Chichester
Street, Belfast BTI 4JY, before 12 noon on the day previous to publication. The office will be open for
the submission of Advertisements between the hour of 9 a.m.-12.30 p.m. and 2 p.m.-4.30 p.m. (Mondays
to Fridays, inclusive).

Advertisements purporting to be issued in pursuance of Statutes (other than under Section 28 Trustee
Act (Northern Ireland) 1958, or under Orders of Court) will not be inserted unless signed or attested by a
Solicitor of the Supreme Court, by a member of any body of accountants established in the United
Kingdom and for the time being recognised by the Department of Commerce for the purposes of paragraph
(a) of Sub-section (1) of Section 155 of the Companies Act (Northern Ireland) 1960, or by a member of the
Chartered Institute of Secretaries or the Corporation of Secretaries. Notices of Dissolution of Partnership
which are signed by all the Partners named therein or their legal representatives will be accepted if signed
or attested as above. A Notice not signed by all the Partners named therein or their legal representatives
must be accompanied by a Statutory Declaration made by a Solicitor of the Supreme Court to the effect
that such Notice is given in pursuance of the terms of the Partnership to which it relates.

Advertisements purporting to be issued in pursuance of Section 28, Trustee Act (Northern Ireland)
1958, will not be inserted unless:

(a) they have been signed or attested by a Solicitor of the Supreme Court, or
(b) the Grant of Probate or Letters of Administration is produced by the Executor or Adminis-

trator for inspection when the Advertisement is submitted.

Advertisements of Changes of Names will not be inserted unless:
(a) they are signed or attested by a Solicitor of the Supreme Court, or
(b) a Deed Poll, duly authenticated by the Supreme Court, is produced for inspection at the time

the advertisement is submitted.

Advertisements relating to Bills before Parliament will not be inserted unless signed by a Parliamentary
Agent or a Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

AUTHORISED SCALE OF CHARGES FOR
PUBLIC NOTICES AND ADVERTISEMENTS EFFECTIVE FROM 10th OCTOBER, 1980

S,
Notices to Creditors under Trustee Act (Northern Ireland) 1958 .. .. .. .. 23.00
Notices of Charitable Bequests .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9.50
Registration of Clubs, Annual Renewal Notices .. .. .. .. .. .. 19.00
Notices inserted under the Companies Act (Northern Ireland) 1960:

(i) Notices of Appointment of Liquidator pursuant to Section 275 of the Act: .. . . 14.00
(ii) Resolution for Winding-up .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19.00

(iii) Meetings of Members/Creditors .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 23.00
(iv) Notices to Creditors .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 23.00
(v) Notices under the Bankruptcy Acts Northern Ireland .. .. .. .. 14.00

All other Notices:
For 100 words and under . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.00
For each additional 50 or part of 50 words .. .. .. .. .. .. 5.00

Table or tabular matter is charged at the rate of £26.00 per quarter page or part thereof.
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